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EDITON'S NOTE

Recently certain representatives of the U.S. ruling
circlep have talked a good deal about peace and made
certain peace gestures. Whether or not U.S. foreign
policy has changed is a frequent topic of public discussion
in all parts of the world. The articles compiled in this
pamphlet serve to expose with ample facts and convincing arguments the two tactics
that of "peace," and
that of war by lvhich U.S. imperialism
carries on its
plunder and -oppression. The purpose of these two tactics
is one and the same: To preserve imperialism and all
reactionary forces, to obliterate socialism and all progressive forces and enslave the people of the whole world.
The basic policy of U.S. imperialism will not change. In
order to safeguard the cause of world peace, the people
of all countries who genuinely work for peace must be
vigilant against the double-barrelled tactics of U.S. imperialism, and continuously expose and smash all the
scheme's and plots of the enenty of peace.
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Alternate Member of the Polittcal Bureart of the Central
Commlttee of the Chlnese Com,munist PattA

Comrade Chairman, Dear Comrades:
In the capacity of an observer of the People's Republic
of China, I have the honour to attend this regular conference of the Political Consultative Committee of member states of the Warsaw Treaty. We are convinced that
the convening of this conference will make new contributions to further relaxing the international situation
and encouraging the people of the world in their struggle
against the expansion of armaments and war preparations and for a lasting peace. We wish the conference
success.

The current international situation continues to
develop in a direction favourable to peace. There have
appeared certain tendencies towards relaxation of the
international tension created by imperialism. Comrade
Nikita Khrushchov made a successful visit to the United
States. Prompted by the Soviet Union's foreign policy

of peace and the peace-loving people and countries of
the world, an East-West summit conference will soon be
convened. As to the disarmament question, a certain
measure of agreement has also been reached on procedural
matters. The Chinese people and all other peace-loving
people and countries the world over rejoice at this. Ttre

emergencc of such a situation is not accidental. This is
the result of repeated struggles waged by the socialist
forces, the national revolutionary forces and the forces
of peace and democracy against the imperialist war
forces, the result of the East wind prevailing over the
West wind.
The incomparable strength and the firm unity of thq
'rocialist camp headed by the Soviet Union and its out;tandirrg and effective efforts in the cause of peace are
,he decisivc factors in this tendcncy towards easing the
rnternatronal situation. Wc are happv to see that construction in all the socialisl. countries is gatheling speed
and their material strength greatly cnhanced. The Soviet Union, particularly, has scorcd brilliant achievemenk
in carrying out its enormous Seven-Year Plan. The
Soviet success in successive Iaunchings of man-made
ear:lh satellites and cosmic rockets marks thc far:t l,hat in
the most important fields of science and technology, the
Soviet Union has Ieft the United States far behind. The
balance of world forces has undergone a further', huge
change favourable to peace and socialism thereby greatly
fortifying the will to struggle, and confidence in victory,
of the people throughout the world.
The unswerving struggle carried out bv the powerful
world forees of peace has caused repeated setbacks to
the U.S. imperialists' "poeition of strength" and "brink
I

of war" policies. Not only is the United States becoming increasingly isolated politically as the days 8o bY,
but militarily, its forces are dispersed and it is lagging
behind in new weapons; economically, too, its situation is
becoming increasingly difficult. In these circumstances,
and particularly under pressure of the strong desire for
peace of the people cverywhere, the U.S. ruling circles
were obliged to make some peace. Sestures. Of course it
is better to talk peace than to talk war. Nevertheless,
even the U.S. ruling circles themselves do not try to hide
the fact that the changc in their way of doing things is
aimed at numbing the fighting spirit of the people of
the world by means of the "strategy to win victory
by peace," wrecking the unity of the peace forces of the
world and disintegrating the socialist camp; they are
even dreaming of a so-called "peaceful evolution" in the
socialist countries. These wild ambitions of the U.S.
ruling circles will of course not be realized. While being
obliged to make certain peace gestures, the U.S. ruling
circles are still pushing ahead vigorously with their arms
expansion and war preparations, making a strenuous
effort to develop inter-continental ballistic missiles, setting up and expanding missile bases in various places,
claiming to be ready at any time to resume nuclear
weapons tests, and actively trying to strengthen and patch

up military blocs in an attempt to gain time to improve
their inferior military position.
U.S. President Ei.:senhower's State of the Union Message recently gave the ctrearest indication that the new
tricks of the United States are designed to gain precisely
what it failcrl to obta.in by its old tricks. The actions of
the United States prove ful1y that its imperialist nature

will not changc. American imperialism still remains the
arch enemy oI world peace. AIl those throughout the
world who are working sincerely for peace must maintain their vigilance against US. double-dealing. If our
socialist camp and the people of aII countries in the world
continue to strengthen unity, continue to foltily our
strength and thoroughly smash all the intrigucs and
schemes of the enemy of peace, U.S. war plans can be
set back even further and even checked, and the cause
of defence of peace will certainly win still gleater
victories.

At the present time universal disarmament i.s an im-

portant question relating to the defence of world peace.'
Since World War II, the Soviet Union has timc and again
made positive proposals for disarmament, the banning of
atomic weapons and the ending of nuclear weapons tests.
The Soviet Union and other socialist countrics havc, on
their own initiative, reduced their armed fot'ces. Not
long ago, the Soviet Union proposed gencral and complete disarmament at the U.N. General A-qsemblv. It later
adopted a law at the Supreme Soviet se.*sion. again
slashing its armed forces r-rnilaterally by 1.2 milliotr men.
These facts convincingly demonstrate the sincerity of the'
Soviet Union and other socialist countrics for peace and
their confidence in their own strength.
Although U.S. imperialism dare not oppose disarmament in so many words, it has always in fact sabotaged
universal disarmament. Whenever certain U.S. proposals
u/ere accepted by the Soviet Union, the United States
ahvays concocted new pretexts for a retreat from its
original position, creating all kinds of difficulties and
preventing by every means the reaching of agreement on
4

the clisarmament question. U.S. actions prove that it will
not, abandon its nolicy of the arms race. Therefore' the
struggle for universal disarmament rs a long-term and
complicated struggle between us and imperialism.
The Chinese Government and the Chinese people have
always stood for universal disarmament, and actively
supported the proposals concerning disarmament made
by the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. Since
1951, the Chinese Government has on its own initiative
again and again reduced its armed forces. The present
Chinese armed forces are less than half their original size.
We shall continue to work tirelessly for universal disarmament together with the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. We hope that the countries concerned
will reach agreement on this question of universal disarmament. The Chinese Government has never hesitated
to commit itself to all international obligations with
which it agrees. But U.S. imperialism, hostile to the
Chinese people, has always adopted a discriminatory attitude against our country in international relations.
Therefore, the Chinese Government has to deelare to the
world that any international disarmament agreement and
all other international agreements which are arrived at
without the formal participation of the Chinese People's
Republic and the signature of its delegate cannot, of
course, have any binding force on China.
The German question has a particularly important
place among outstanding international issues. Its solution has a bearing not only on the security of Europe
but also on the peace of the world. The permanent division of Germany and the spe,eded-up revival of West
German militarism are an important component part of

the U.S. imperialist policy of war and aggres.sion. The
recent frenzied war clies of Adenauer and the rampant
anti-semitic activities started by the West German fascist
forces are the outcome of U.S. instigation and support.
The Governments of the Soviet Union and the German
Democratic Republic have time and again put forward
reasonable proposals for settlement of the Get'man question. But all these proposals have been rejectcd by the
United States and West Germany. In its efforts to come
to agreement with the Western powers on the conclusion
of a German peace treaty and on ending the occupation
regime in West Berlin, the Soviet Union has made many
concessions, whereas the Western powers have to date
made no appropriate response. The Chinese Government and people will steadfastly support the basic stand
taken by the Soviet lJnion and the Gelman Dcmocratic
Republic on the solution of the German question, :rnd the
struggle of the German people for the reunifical.ion of
their motherland on the basis of peace and dcmoeracy.
While intensifying its efforts to rearm West Germany,
U.S. imperialism is reviving Japanese militalism in the
East, and has signed a Japan-tl.S. treaty o[ milil,arv alliance with the Kishi government, its close followcr. The
Chinese Government has issued :r statcmcnt strongly
condemning this act of the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries which threatens the peace and s,ecurity of Asia.
The Soviet Government, too, has sent a memorandum
to the Japanese Governrnent, pointing out that the treaty
seriously endangers the interests of the Soviet Union,
China and many other countries in the A,sinn and Pacific
regions. The people of all lands, including lhe Japanese
people, are unanimous in their firm opposition to this
6

further step of military collusion between the U'S. and
Japunese reactionaries.

1'he Chinese Government and people hold that West
Germany and Japan, which are supported energetically
by U.S. imperialism, have become two sources of serious
war dangcr'. A11 peace-loving peoples and countries of
the world must maintain a high state of vigilanca against
this, and exert every effort to prevent the miiitarism of
these two countries from violating world peace.
In other parts of Asia, U.$. imperialism also continues
to create international tension. The Chinese People's
Volunteers withdrew from Korea on theil own initiative
Iong ago, but U.S. forces ale still hanging on in south
Korea and are trying hard to obstruct Korea's peaceful
reunification. The United States, supporting the reactionary forces in Laos, undermined the Geneva agreements and the Vientiane agreements and provoked civil
war in Laos. At the Sino-American ambassadorial talks,
China has persistently advocated the principle of settling
disputes between China and the United States by means
of peaceful negotiat,ion and without resort to, force or
threat of force. But the United States has all along refused to reach agreement with China in accordance with
this principle and up till now is occupying our territory
of Taiwan. The U.S. navy and air force have been constantly mahing military provocations against our country
despite our repeated warnings. Therefore, the Chinese
people and all the people of the world must unite still
more closely and resolutely smash U.S. schemes for new
wars and aggression in Asia.
The foreign policy of our socialist countries has always
firmly :tdhered to the principlc' of peaceful coexistence

among countries with different social system-s. We socialist countries wiII never encroach upon others, but
neither will we tolerate encroachment by others. Lenin
said that to achieve peaceful coexistence, no obstacle
would come from the Soviet side. Obstacles could come

only from imperialism, from the side of Amcrican (as
well as any other) capitalists. We will continue to adhere
to Lenin's principle of peaceful coexistence. Our efforts
to carry out this principle have won the support of increasing numbers of people. But if the imperialist reactionaries mistake this for a sign of weakness and dare to
impose war on us, then they will only be inviting their
own destruction.
The Chinese people have always sympathized with and
supported the national and democratic rnovcments of the
peoples of Asia, Africa, and l,atirr America und stliven
for long-term, friendly relations with the nationalist
countries in Asia and Africa on lhc basis of the Five
Principles of Peaceful Coexistcnr,c jointly initiated by
our country with India and Bulma. To realize their
ulterior aims, the imperialist.s have tried by every means
to undermine our country's unity with these countries.
One of their chief tricks to undermine this unity is to use
the border issue and the overseas Chinese issue, which
are legacies oI history, to sow discord and cook up antiChinese plots in a vain attempt to isolate China. The
reactionary forces in ccltain Asian countries also make
use of these issues to try to undermine the friendship between the people of their countries and,the Chinese people. They attempt to use the anti-Chinese campaign to
divert the attention of the people of their countries from
domestic issues and to create pretexts for suppressing the
I

democratic, progressive forcds in their own countries. In
countries,
there once appeared small patches of dark c1oud, but the
sun cannot be overshadowed for long and friendship between our people and the people of these countries will
certainly be maintained and dcveloped.
Recently the Indonesian Govclnment and our Government have exchanged thc instruments of ratification of
the treaty conccrning thc qucstion of dual nationality,
set up a joint committcc' to implement the treaty and
started titlks on qucsl,ions lclating to the return of oversr.us Chint.st' to tlrcit' homeland. A certain period of time
Ls nt,t.dc.cl ft.rr un ovclall scltlcment oI th.e overseas Chinese question and ther-e may still be some twists and
turns. But, if both sides treasure their friendship, persist in peaceful consultations and seriously carry out the
ugleements already reached, the overseas Chinese question can be solved justly and reasonably.
China and Burma have always had friendly relations.
Recently, the Prime Minister of Burma Ne Win visited
our country and signed with the Chinese Premier the
Sino-Burmese Treaty of Friendship and Mutual NonAggression and an agreement between the two Governments on the boundary question. This not only signifies
that {riendly relations of the two countries have entered
a new stage, but also sets a new example for friendship
and solidality among the Alro-Asian countries. Thc SinoBurmese border questir:n is a complicated one left over
by history. The imperialist reactionaries used this question to sow dissension and cause division. But both Chinesc and Burmese Governments sincerely desire peace
and I'r'iendship, so the two parties were able to reac:h

our relations with certain Asian nationalist

agreement in principle speedily and pave the way for
an overall, thoroggh settlement of this questit-in. The
Sino-Burmese Treaty of Friendship and Mutual NonAggression offers striking proof that the Five Principles
of Peaceful Coexistence have certainly not "outlived
themselves" or "become defunct" as certain reactionary
elements and instigators of war allege, but, on the contrary, are showing their great vitality with increasing
clarity. These facts thoroughly give the lie to the slanders of the imperialists and all reactionaries about China's
"aggression." They amply prove that China's sincerity
in abiding by the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence
can stand the test of time and history. Those who
attempt to isolate China have failed to do so. On the
contrary, they have isolated themselves.
Strengthening the unity of the countries of the socialist
camp is a matter of the utmost importance. Our unity
is built on the ideological basis of Marxism-T,cninism, on
the basis of proletarian internationalism. 'I'he Moscow
meetings of the Communist and Workers' Partics of the
socialist countries held in 1957 ushered in a new historic
period in our unity. The Declaration adoptcd at this
meeting is the charter of solidarity of our sociali.st camp.
The imperialists, the modern revisionists and the reactionarles in all countries are always dreaming that
changes in their favour will occur within our countries
and splits will occur in the unity between our countries.
The greater the difficulties they come up against, the
more they hope to save themselves from thcir doom by
sabotage within our countries and by undermining the
unity between our countries. Howevcr, in face of our
great unity, their futile calculations c:ln ncvcr be realized.
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'l'lre Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese people
have always taken the safeguarding of the unity of the
socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union as their sacred
.international duty. They havc always regarded an attack
against any socialist country by the imperialists and ail
reactionaries as an attack against China. They have
always considered that the modern revisionists of Yugoslavia are renegades to the communist movement, that
revisionism is the main danger to the communist movement at the present timc and that it is necessary to wage
a resolute strugglc against rcvisionism. This stand of
ours is firm and unshakable. Working for the cause of
peace and socialism, wo socialist countries will certainly
extend furthcr supgx't and help to each other. As long
as thc. socialist cump is united, the unity of the peoples
oI the world has a firm nucleus and the victory of our
cause has a reliable guarantee.
The present situation is extremely favourable to us.
Let us hold aloft the banner of peace, the banner of socialism and communism and march victoriously towards
our great goal!

SOURCE OF WAR IN IVIoI)ERN
AND TIIE PATH OF THE I'I.]OI'LHS'

IMPERIALISM
TIIVIES _

STRUGGLE FOR PEACE

In Commernoration of the 90th Annivcrsary oI
Lenin's Birth
YU CHAO-LI
The struggle to defend world peace and tttirl<t' it lasting is the major political "order of the day" l'or llrt'peoples of the world. In this struggle, we ar'(! l'iglrtittll ngtrinst
the imperialist war forces and their policits ol' lgcrt'.s.sion
and war. This truth is self-evident.
Lenin taught us that in the era oI impt'r'iirlisn-r, the
imperialist system is the source of war'. lrr-rpt'r'iirlist war
is a continuation of its policy of aggressiotr rrnd r.nslavement. In times of peace, the imperiali.sts irlwrrys pursue
a whole set of policies for the continuotts t'xlcrrsion oI the
rule of monopoly capital The exploita[ion rrnrl oppression of their peoples at home, their dorninirlion and
plunder of the colonies and semi-colonie.s und lhe livalry
among monopoly capital groups in various countries do
in fact breed new wars. To the imperialisl,s, pcace is no
more than an interval between wars. Taking advantage
of the interval, they work energetically 1o cxpand their
arms and prepare for the next war. They wlge war to
L2

redivide the world and, under certain conditions, to conclude the type of peace treaties they require. The peace
and peace treaties which are to their liking thernselves
gcnerate new wars and may at any moment be scrapped
bv the imperialists. Thc Paris Peace Treaty concluded
b.y the imperiali,st powcrs lollowing World War I did not
llrt'vcnt them from attitcking cach nther in the first place,
lltrs touching oll'Wor'lcl War II. Alter World War
II, U.S. impcliirlisrr, supplrrnting Gcrman, Japanese
irnd ltirlirrn l'irscistn, ur-rccrcmoniously blocked the signing
ol' pt,lrt't, tlr':rlir,.s. I).y unrcstraincd arms expansion and
wllr' l)r'('ptl'irl,ions ancl thc cvcr more frequent alternalion bclwr'(.n wirr lrnd peace tactics, it endeavours to
lt'rrlizt' .it.s irnpcrialist ambitions to dominate the world.
O[ latc, cortain rcpresentative figures in U.S. ruling
t'ircles scern to be. paying greater lip-service to peace than
hithcrto and pliying more peace games. They hope to
create the illusion among people that Eisenhower and
his kind are capable of "laying down the butcher's knife
and turning into buddhas." They want people to believe
that U.S. impelialism will offer the gift of peace to the,
wor'1d.

lVill Eisenhower and his like really lay down their
knives? Does U.S. irnperialism actually desire
wolld peace? Facts are most eloquent. Numerous events
have demonstrated that juggling with p€ace, Eiscnhower
irnd those like him are actively preparing for war. There
are irrefutable facts to show this.
The State of the Union and Budget Messages submittcd by Eisenhower to the Congress this year were not
nlc,sslages of peace, but messages of war; not messages of
I-rlttcher's

tli.sulmament,

but

messages

of armaments

expansion.
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Nearly 60 per cent of the 1960 U.S. budget outlays,
amounting to more than 45,000 million dollars, are allocated to arms expansion and war preparations. The
recent great debate in the U.S. Congress and monopolycontrolled pr,ess was similarly not a debate on peace or
war, but a debate on how to expand armaments and prepare for war. Eisenhower truculently declared that the
United States has "got all of the power that would be
necessary to destroy a good many countries," that henceforth no effort will be spared to supply a "real deterrent"
and that more guided missiles wiII be developed as well
as more atomic submarines. In their electioneering, the
two major bourgeois political parties in the United States,
the Democratic and Republican Parties, are not campaigning on a programme for peace and easing of international tensions but competing {or better records in
armaments expansion and war plepar.ations. The United
States still has over a million troops stationed in more
than 70 countries and regions. It has more than 250
military bases in foreign countries, and is accelerating
the establishment of intermediate range and other guided
missile bases abroad. In the United States itself, more
than ten I.C.B.M. bases are in process of construction.
At the end of last year Eisenhower announced that the
United States was free to resume nuclear weapons tests.
The United States has continuously conducted military
manoeuvres, experiments with various types of guided
missiles and underground non-nuclear explosions. Recently it has proclaimed its readiness to conduct underground nuclear tests. This imposing array of facts makes
it clear that Eisenhower and his kind will never lay
14.

rlown their butcher's knives. U.S. imperialism being
what it is will certainly not abandon its policy of war.
The peace which U.S. imperialism seeks is nothinf
but peace with U.S. glotial domination. Neither Eisenhower today, nor Dulles yesterday, made any effort to
hide the meaning of their "peace with justice." In their
eyes, the socialist countries are "captive nations," a1l
l'cvolutions are "means of evil" and "peace with justice"
is a peace in which socialism is eliminated, revolutions in
all countries are "strictly uerboten" and the peoples of the
world submissively knuckle under to the oppression and
exploitation of U.S. monopoly capital. Last year, Eisenhower personally stage-managed the farce of the socalled "captive nations week" in the United States. Recently, U.S. Secretary of State Herter issued a provocative statement propagating the illusion that the three
Soviet Baltic republics of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia
would one day "again enjoy national independence." The
national revolution in Iraq and the national liberation
war in Cuba are regarded by the U.S. imperialists as impermissible "armed ionquests" of "free nations." In their
eyes, "the pattern for world peace" can only be found in
"the pattern of the national life" of the United States.
It is thu-s clear that the "peace" they seek is nothing but
U.S. world domination, a duplicate of the ancient por
Romana and the par Bri,tannica of the 19th century.
Not long ago U.S. ruling circles published reports by
certain Ieading research institutes on foreign and military
policies. These reports arrive at a like conclusion,
namely, that in carrying out its imperialist policv the
Unilcd States must play the peace game at the same time
that it actively prepares for war. It is well known that
15

the United States is not subject to armed threat from
any country in the world. Yet the U.S. imperialists in
overall state policy always give top priority to war preparations. The Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc., representing the most powerful financial group in the United
States, prepared a foreign policy report which snys that
while seeking "peace," the United States musl. be prepared to face up to the possibility of war'. It poses the
question of "whether peace shall be the' whole aim of
foreign policy; whether everything shall bc yiclded to
that end". and replies "clearly the answer mu.st be no."
A report submitted to the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations
Committee by a research gr:oup at Johns Hopkins University associated with the Morgan {inancial gr.ouping
notes that since the initiation of nuclear wlrr. rttmains a
possible course, the United States "should lurvc the
ability to fight such a war." Another study publishcd by
the Stanford Research Institute with Penl.rrg()n connections declares that "with current technologv, lhcr-e are
plausible, even probable, circumstances in which the
leaders of a country might decide [nuc]ear..l war was the
best alternative," and that the United Stulr.s slrould be
"prepared to fight a war in addition to bcing :rbk: to deter
one." U.S. Neus Lnd" Wortil Report, a moul.hpicct' t-rf U.S.
monopoly capital, states in an article prefacing cxtracts
from these three reports that "rival pow('r.s or rival
groupings of powers will inevitably devclop irntagonisms
military or economic and those ant;r{onisms are
-likely,
in the future as in- the past, to lcacl to a test of
strengtfi." Regretting that the United Sl,:rl,os did not
take advantage of the opportunit,v wherr, al, l,he end of
World War II, it "was in a position tt> ilSSUlrt€ world
16

rlonrination," it concludes that "only through world domin:rnce by a single power can assurance of safety from
nrr<'lear war bc-. cstablished." This reveals, fully and
.l'lrrgrantly, the ainr o[ wolld clomination pursued by U.S'
inrperialism, idcntical wilh that of Hitler.
To realize its ambition tor wor'ld hegemony, U.S. impr,r'ialism i.s on l,hc onl ltitnd ac1,ivcly preparing for "tota1
wirr'," th:rl, is world wlrr', wl.rilc on the other is energetir';rll.y cngirgt,d in prtpirring Iot' "limitcd wars," that is
"lor':rl wirrs." I{ist'nlrowt'r' hirs dcclalcd that "to meet a
silrr;rt.iorr ol lt'ss lhirn gt'nt,r'ul nur:leat' war, we continue
Io rrrrrirrtrrin our t'irrrit'r' Iiruct's, oul' iranv service units
;rhrolrrl, our' :rlways lcady Almy Stratcgic Forces and
Mirlirrr' (llr'1:s divisionrs. ." The Rockefeller Fund reporl, :rlso n<ltc.s that "the United States must at whatt'vr.r' costs maintain its military capacity to fight either
gencral or local wars if force is necessary to preserve
its vital interest." Again, "the United States must not
only preserve its power of nuclear retaliation as a deterrent to Soviet power but must also have sufficierrt forces
to deal rvith non-nuclear wars." 'Ihe Stanford Research
Institute's study makes the point that aside from
strengthening its present armed forces, the United States
should "institute an adequate civil-defense program and
a limited-war program." In other words, even if it is
not possible for the United States to fight a big war, it
will fight medium or small wars, and if it is compelled
to refrain from waging a nuclear war, it will wage wars
with conveutional weapons. The Johns Hopkins Uniiversity
report evetr advocates the use of nuclearnveapons in
"local wars." It advises that: "Foreseeable progress in
nuclear engineering will make possible a reduction in
17

the costs, and consequent increase in the availability, of
fissile materials. Such achievements can be expected to
facilitate the nuclearizing of small wars. . . ." The U.S.
imperialists consider the strategy of carrying on local
wars on the basis of active preparation for world war
most advantageous to them. They are aware that lagging far behind the Soviet Union in military science and
technologv, they will suffer extremely selious consequences if they venture to start a world war. Ncvertheless, thev are neither willing nor able to abandon their
policy of war. That is why in the hope of step by step
realizing their imperialist objectives they have adopted
the strategy of "limited wars" (i.e., "local wars") short
of world war.
The U.S. policy of "Iocal wars" is a kind o[ conclusion
drawn from historical experience in pursuanco of its
policy of aggressive wars. U.S. control ovcr l,hc Western
Hemisphere was effected by resorting to this tactic of
"local wars." The era of imperialism ha.s a hi.story replete with "local wars," besides the two world wars.
World War II began with a series <ll' Io<:al wars.
From the end of World War II until today, therc have
been an uninterrupted series of loca1 wars startcd by the
imperialists: wars of imperialist intervention aguinst the
revolutions of other countries, wars of imperiali.st suppression of the national liberation movc.mnnls and wars
of imperialist aggression against the sociali.st countries.
Though the imperialist powers have not yef fought
directly among themselves, there is a serious latent danger of war. Wars of the kind noled above arc ptccisely the
products of the fundamental contradictions inherent in
imperialism and the continuation of the basic policies of

U.S. imperialism. Since World War II, U.S. imperialism has adopted a policy most aggressive and hostile to the peoples of the world. Assuming the role ot
self-styled "international gendarme," it has taken upon
itself the task of suppressing national and democratic
revolutions in all colonies and semi-colonies and the peo-

ple's revolutions in all r:apitalist countries; it insists on
carrying out a policy o[ "Wcstcrn unity" so as to compel
the other imperizrlis[ nation.s to bow to U.S. dictates. It
even dreams oI wiping out the socialist camp in order to
realize its ambitions for world domination. It is just because U.S. imperialism adheres to this reactionary policy
that the world htrs been subjected to the actual calamity
of the various U.S.-created "local wars" and the danger

of world war still

\

l8

exists.
Facts show clearly that today, just as Lenin pointed
out more than forty years ago, the danger of war still
lies in the imperialist system. Imperialism is by nature
predatory. The policies of the imperialist countries in
times of "peace" serve the purpose of plunder. When
this policy of plunder meets with obstacles which cannot
be surmounted by "peace" tactics, imperialism resorts to
war to remove them in order once more to get on with
its policy of plunder. The imperialist policy of plunder is
bound to lead to war. There has been no change whatever in this fundamental natur'e of imperialism since the
end of World War II. It is absolutely impermissible for
us to mistake certain tactieal changes on the part of imp<--rialism for changes in the very nature of imperialism.
Imperialism may adopt this or that tactic at different
pcriods, but it will not change its nature, nor will it alter
its basic policies. As long as imperialism lasts, it will
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exert itself to the full to realize its object of plunder by
alternately relying principally either on methods of war
or "peace." Thus, only by perceiving clearly the enemy
of world peace, can we keep our eye on the concrete
targets in the defence of peace and opposition to war.
Although there has been no change in tlrt' natttre of
imperialism, there has been a great changc sincrr World
War II in the situation in which impelialism finds itself.
Following World War I the capitalist world still experienced a period of relative stability. With the exception of the victorious socialist revolution in lhe Soviet
Union, the revolutions in other countries failcd. The imperialist colonial system had not yet disintegral,cd. But
following World War II, there emerged a powcrlul socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union and cmbracing
12 nations, and a series of nationaLly independent countries. At the same time the old imperialist colonial sYstem
is in process of disintegratioh. With the appearance of
the socialist world resulting in a greatly cont,t'actcd capitalist world, the struggles between imperialism on the
one hand and the colonial and semi-colonial countries
and their peoples on the other, between thc bourgeoisie
and the proletariat within the imperialist countries, and
among the imperialist powers themselvcs ovcr sources
of raw materials and markets have bccontc much more
acute, complex and intense than during t ht-' post World
War I period. But this changtng situ:rliorr lrv no fileans
warrants the conclu.sion that impcrialisnr rvill no longer
make war or that the root cause of modertl war has been
eradicated.
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According to the Leninist theory, the contradictions
between imperialism on the one hand and the colonies
and semi-colonies on the other are irreconcilable and antagonistic in nature. They constitute one of the root
causes of modern wars. Lenin said that the domination
of the imperialist powers "over hundreds of millions of
inhabitants of the colonic.s vras maintained only by constant, unintelluptcd, nevcr'-cnding wars. . ."1 "The
history of the 201h ccntulv, this century of 'unbridled
imperialism,' i.s," hr) said, "r'cplctc' with colonial wars. . . .
One of the main fcatulcs of impx-'rialism is that it accelerates thc devclopmenl o1 capitalism in the most backward countrie,s, and thereby widens and intensifies the
struggle against ntrtional oppression. This is a fact. It
incvitably {ollows from this that imperialism must often
givc rise to national wars."2 Lenin also said, "National
wars waged by colonial and semi-colonial countries are
not only possible but ineuitable in the epoch of imperialism. . .
The national liberation politics of the colonies
will i,neuitably be continued by national wars of the
colonies against imperialism."3 Are these principles of
Lenin's no longer applicable to present conditions? Does
the process of the disintegration of the old imperialist
cotronial. system signify the end of their co onialist policy?
Will imperialism voluntarily relinquish its plunder and
domination of the colonies and semi-colonies making it
1"War and Revolution," Collected Works, 4th Russ. ed., Vol.
XXIV, p. 365.
2 "The War Programme of the Proletarian Revolution," Selectad"
Works, F.L.P.H., Moscor,"', lgii2, Vol. I, Part 2, p. 510.
3 "The Pamphlet by Junius," Coll,ected Works, International

Publishers, New York, 1942, Vol.

XIX, p. 204.
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unnecessary

for the latter to wage national liberation

\ /ars?

Post World War II history confirms with increased
clarity the brilliance of Lenin's scientific thesis cited
atove. The disintegration of the o1d imperialist colonial
system doe.s not mean that imperialism has given up its
basic policy of colonialism. With the support <.rf the
powerful socialist camp, the struggles for nalional independence waged by many former colonie,s ol thc imperialist couutries have compelled imperialism to makc concessions of varying degrees. This is a victory oI our time.
However, it should not be overlooked that impclialism's
iife line is sustained by the acquisition of stable sources
of raw materials and markets. The old irnpcrialist
powers are leaving no stone unturncd in tht'ir cffol't to
maintain their interests in the former colol'riirl lrnd .semicolonial countries and, wherever possiblo, U.S. irnpulialism is trying desperately to get a foothold in lhcir sphcres
under the pretext of "filling the vacuum." Wc.s[ Germany and Japan hankering after raw rnirl,r,r'ials and
markets are with U.S. backing once morc injc<:l,ing l,hemselves into the picture. Compared with prt'-wirr years
plunder of the colonies by the impcrialist pow('r's l,hlough
trade has int,ensified and such tlade now t'onstitules a
greater proportion of the total volume than bcl'orc. There
has been no decline in the percentagle oI Rlil.irin'.s trade
with the "sterling area" or that of Francc wil,h thc "franc
area." Between 1947 and 1956, new IJ.S. invr,sl,ments in
the "underdeveloped countries" totallcd 7 ,400 million
dollars and the United Statcs exlraclt.d l'r'om them
profits up to 13,600 million dollats. "If or-cign aid"
by U.S. imperialism in the post-war vcals is a disguised
22

but most rapacious form of the export of capital. Through
these enormous "foreign aid" funds, the United States
endeavours to accomplish its objective of enslaving the
othep capitalist nations and the colonial and semi-colonial
countries.

Following World War II, imperialist colonial rule, except in the remaining old-type colonies, has largely been
maintained under the guise of preserving and extending
independence. In form, this can be classified under two
headings. Complctc political, military, economic and
financial donrination by one imperialist power is one and
the relation.s between the United States and many Latin
American countrics arc t.ypical examples. Another is the
situation in whiclr a country is the object of contention
arnong sevcral imperialist powers as was pre-liberation
Ctrina. Both forms exhibit the semi-colonial features
pointcd out by Lenin. In such countries, the struggle between the broad masses of the people (including the national bourgeoisie at certain periods) and imperialism and
its lackeys, far from ceasing, has grown sharper and
more acute. In fact, three types of wars between the
imperialist and colonial and semi-colonial countries
characterize post World War II. One is imperialist war
of suppression of the colonies. Another is imperialist
war of aggression against countr:ies that have gained
theil national independence. And the third is the war
for national liberation which takes the form of civil
war and is fought against imperialism and its henchmen.
These three types of wars have never ceased but follow
each other without end up to this very day.
According to the Leninist theory, the contradictions
between the monopoly capitalist class and the broad
23

of the people within an imperialist country are
irreconcilable and antagonistic in nature trnd r:onstitute
one of the root causes of modern wars. Lenin said:
Imperialism is the epoch of finance cupitrrl and of
monopolies, which introduce everyzlr7h!'1'. tlro striving
for domination, not for freedom. The lesult is reaction all along the 1ine, whatever the politicrrl system,
and an extreme intensification of existing lntagonisms
in this domain also.l
masses

He also said:

Only the proletarian, socialist revoluticln <'an bring
mankind out of the blind alley created by irnpcrialism
and imperialist wars. Whatever the ditliculties of the
revolution and its possible temporary sctb:.tcks, or
whatever waves of counter'-revolution mlty irt'ise, the
final victory of the proletariat is inevitlbk'.2
Lenin further pointed out:
Civil war.s are also wars. Whoevcr le<rognizcs the
class struggle cannot fail to recognize civil wnls, which
in every class society are the natural, und undcr certain conditions, inevitable continuation, dcvclopment
and intensification of the class strugglc. All tlre great
revolutions prove this. To repudiato t:ivil wirr', or to
forget about it, would mean sinl<ing irrlo cxlreme
opportunism and renouncing thc sociirlisl. r't:volution.3
l "Imperialism, the Highest Stage. oI CrrJri[rrlisrrr," Sclected

Works, International Publishers, New York, l0''lit, Vol. V, p. 111.
2 "Draft Programme of the Russian C(rrnrnunist I'lrty (Bolsheviks)," Collected. Wot'ks, 4th Russ. cd, Vr,l XXIX, p. 83.
3 "The War Progratnme of the Prolc,t:rliun ll.t,r'olLrlion." Selected
Works, F.L.P.H., Moscovt,, 1952, Vol. I, l'rlt 2, yr Ii71.
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Has there been any relaxation today in the contradictions between the monopoly capitalist class and the broad
masses of the people in the imperialist countries? Has
the imperialist system been rransformed into "people's
capitalism" and even rcachecl the point "nearest to the
communist ideal of 'prosperity for rll' " so that the abovementioned principles of Lenin no longer hold good as
claimed by the imperialists ?
Similarly, the histoly of the 15 post-war years demonstrates even more clearl.y the brilliance of Lenin's scientific thesis. In the impcrialist countries, the contradiction betwcen the productive flor.ces and the relations of
production ha.s further sharpened. The imperialist systerrr
has become rnolc'r'eactionary all along the line and is developing in the direction of militarization of the national
economy, seriously shackling the productive forces of
society. Imperialist rule makes it impossible for modern
science and technology to serve the interests of the mass
of people; instead, it turns them into a burden and
menace to the people. The function of the imperialist
state has ,been immeasurably strengthened. This is
manifest, in the first place, in the enormous growth of
the military apparatus lor suppression .of the people. Tht:
imperialist state has also enhanced its "role as regulator
of the economy." This is reflected primarily in the fact
l,hat the monopoly capitalists are in direct control of the
state apparatus. The financial tycoons themselves take
over the highest governt)1ent posts and have thereby intensified the exploitation of the masses. The cabinet of
the Eisenhower administration is a typical millionaires'
cabinet. The governments of all imperialist countrigi
are still contro,lled by the same financial oligarchs as

before World War lI. In West Germany, fr-rl example,
the forces behind the Adenauer governmont are the same
clique of financial magnates that controlled the Hitler
regime. The struggle between the various U.S. monopoly capital groups has also intensified. The intervals
between economic crises in the imperialist countrics have
shortened, crises have become more frequrlnt, and new,
more profound crises are unavoidable. Certain phenomena of the temporary I'boom" are, to a considerable
extent, founded on the arms race and other cphemeral

temporary "boom" have reinforced reformist illusions
among a section of the workers in capitalist countries,
daily sharpening contradictions exist not only between
the capitalist and working classes, but also between the
monopoly capitalist class und various strata of the people,
between the U.S. monopoly capitalist class and people in
other capitalist countries
including even the capitalist
- As
classes in these countries.
pointed out in the Declaration of the Moscow Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties of Socialist Countr.ies in 1957:

factors.

The working pcople of thc capitalist countries live
in such conditions that, increasingly, they realise that
the only way out of their grave situation lies through

In the United States, {or example, monopclly capital
has become more concentrated in the post-war period.
The share of the 200 biggest manufacturing corporations
in total manufacturing sales rose from 37.7 pcr ccnt in
1935 to 45.5 per cent in 1955. Net plofits bcl'orc taxes of
the U.S. monopoly groups increased from (i,200 rnillion
dollars in 1937 to 37,100 million dollars in 191-rB. The
parasitic character and decadence of U.Si. monopoly capital have developed further. Three-quarters of thc U.S.
national budget is to defray past and cut't't'trt military
expenditures. More than one-quarter oI U.S. industry is
producing arms and ammunition. In 1959, <'ilt'h American
bore a military expenditure's burden amtnrnling on an
average to 297 dollars. U.S. tax revenu(' lras cxceeded
one-quarter of the national income and l,hc lt'dcral debt
is approaching the 300,000 million dollar murk. This
onerous tax burden falls on the shouldct's o[ tlre American people and cannot but arousc their dissatisfaction
and opposition. The American economy, outwardly
strong, is like a skyscraper built on sund in danger of
momentaly collapse. Although ct't'tain phcnomcna of the
26

socialism. Thus, increasingly favourable conditions are
being created for bringing them into the active struggle for socialism.

l

How the various countries will realize the transition
from capitalism to socialism is their internal affair and
is of course a question which the peoples of these countries have to decide. Socialist countries will never interfere in the internal affairs of other states. Revolutions
cannot be exported. But the inevitability of revolutions
in the imperialist countries is an obiectitre l-aw of history,
inilepe.rdent of human will. In the event of a revolution,
no one can guarantee that the counter-revolutionarles
will not use violence to,suppress it. The Marxist-Leninist
parties do not reject peaceful means for carrying out
socialist revolution, but when the exploiting class uses
violence against the people, the possibitity of employing
other means has to, be considered, namely, the transition

to socialism by non-peaceful means. The historical ex27

perience of mankind shows that the ruling cla'ss will not
give up state power of its, own accord. As pointed out
in the Declaration of the Moscow Meeting o{ Communist
and Workers' Parties of Socialist Countrics in 1957:

In this case, the degree of bitterness antl llrt' forms
of the class struggle wilt depend not so mu<'lt on the
proletariat as on the res,istance put up by l.lrt' t'eitctionary circles to the will of the overwhelming nrirjolity of
the people, on these circles using force at on<' or another stage of the struggle for socialism.
According to the Leninist theory, the contradictions
between the imperialist countries are irrcsrn<:ilable and
antagonistic in nature and constitute one o[ thc root
causes of modern wars. tenin said: "IJnt'vt'n oconomic
and political development is an absolute law ol' capitalism."l "The more capitalism develops, thc. nrolc thc need
for raw materials arises, the more bitter compcl,ilion becomes, and the more feverishly the hunl, lor- ruw materials proceeds all over the world.
"Without a
forcible redivision of the colonies thc nerrt irnpcrialist
eountries cannot obtain the privileges cn.joycd by the
older (and less pouserful) imperialist pow<'r's."3 "Imperialist wars, i.e., wars for obtaining worlrl rlomination,
markets for banking capital and for strirngl irrg lhe sma11
l "The Unitcd Statcs of Europe S'loAan," Srlt't'lrtl. Wrtrks, 7nternational Publishers, New York, 19,13, Vol. V, p. I4l.
2 "Imperialism, the Highest Stagc of CirJril;rlistrr." Selected
Works, International Publishers, Ncw Yorl<, 19,1;1, Vol V, p. 75.
3"Imperialism and the Split in the Sociirlisl Movotnent," CoIlectcd Works, International Publishcls, Ncw

XIX, pp. 345-346.
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and weaker nations, are incvitable."l Are these principles of Lenin's no longer applicable to plesent conditions? Can it be said that since the United States atlained its pre-eminent position in the imperialist camp
after World War II, the other imperialist countries wiII
for ever be satisfied to loe the U.S. Iine? Is the struggle
for sources of law malclials and markets becoming less
acute? Does the dangcl oI inter-imperialist wars no
longer exist?
Again lhc 15-ycar post-war history manifests even more
clcarly thc brilliance oI Lcnin's scicntific thesis. The
inrpclialisl. sclamblc lor sr.lurccs of raw materials and
nrirlkcl,s, irrslcird oI lclaxing, hirs bccome more intense
tlurn cver'. 'I'his is bccause, Iirstly, the capitalist world
nrirlkcL has bccn substanlially contracted. Secondly, the
scrni-colonial lorm oI domination b;rs. heightened the
livah'y for markets among the imperialist countries. It
is wcll known that the United States accounted for o,nly
ll.per cent of the total export oI industrial goods of all
thc. imperialist countries in 1899, that that proportion
climbed to nearly 20 per cent in 1937 and, during World
War II and the few years immediately after, U.S. imperialism practically monopolized industrial exports for
thc entire capitalist world. But this state of affairs
Iavourable to the United States was short-Iived. In the
words of Du1les, "the idea of unity of the West remains
only an ideal," and though the United States poured out
its dollars in tens of thousands of miliions, "the European
Ilccovery Program has not accomplished all that was
1 "Draft Programme of the Russian Communist Party (Bo1sheviks)," Collected" Works, 4th Russ. ed., Vol. XXIX, p. 83.
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hoped, or even all that might reasonably huvo bccn expected." The countries of the imperialist bloc become
more divided than ever and fight fiercely among themselves for sources of raw materials and mat'kcts. The
U.S. share of the total export trade in industrial goods
of all imperialist countries dropped to 27 per cent in 1950
and further declined to 22 per cent in the second quarter
of 1959. More recently the U.S. Government has been
applying pressure to the governments of all thc other
captalist countries demanding that they lilt import
restrictions on U.S. goods.
At the same time, West Gcrmany and l"t'irnt'c with

U.S. support have organized the Eulopcitn Cornmon
Market from which Britain has been exclutlcd. As a
counter measure, Britain has olganizcd thc European
Free Trade Area. Year-long negotiations Itttvc liriled to
resolve these sharp conflicts which rcnltin tlt'ir<llocked.
The share of the once dominant British Ernpilt: in the
total export trade of industriai goods of irll itrrpct'ialist
countries declined from one-third in 1U99 to ltl 1rcr' cent
in the second quarter of 1959. British impct iirlism has,
of course, tried hard to recoup lost ground trnd cxtricate
itself from this inferior position. Conscqucntlv its share
has shown some increase in recent years. What is worthy
of particular note is the fact that with U.S. backing, West

Germany's share in the total export of industlial goods
of all imperialist countries had exceeded that oI Britain
and reached 1B.B per cent in the second qualtcr of 1959.
Ihis is the third time in history that Gclmany (West
Germany) has surpassed Britain in the cxport of industrial goods. The first instance was in 1913 on the eve
of World War I; the second in 1937 on thc eve of World
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War II. These facts alone cannot fail to rouse the vigilance of the people. With similar U.S. backing, Japanese
imperialism has also regained its competitive position in
the world market. In 1937 Japan accounted for some
7 per cent in the total export of industrial goods of the
imperialist countries, and by the second quarter of 19bg
had restored its share to more than 6 per cent. This
by no rneans satisfies the demands of the Japanese
monopoly capitalists. The spearhead of Japan,s drive
for markets is directed in the first place towards Southeast Asia, and Japanese monopoly capital is utilizing
every device to export capital, usurp the markets and
plunder the resources of that area.
The resurgent imperialist powers of West Germany
and Japan are two sources of serious war danger. The
inevitable outcome of the U.S. fostering West Germany
and Japan will be, as the Chinese saying has it, to lift
a rock only to smash its own toes. West Germany and
Japan have already developed into formidable rivals of
the United States in the battle for markets. Recent news
reports on the proposed establishment of West German
military bases in Spain and its preparations for conducting nuclear weapons tests are other ominous signs. In
fact, West Germany even dares to attempt to establish
military bases in England itself with the connivance of
the reactionary rulers there. Ttie foothold in the British
Isles which the German army failed to achieve during
World War II they now hope to secure smoothly and
without resort to war. Blinded by their narrow interests,
the U.S. monopoly capitalists have long since completety
forgotten the lessons of World War II. According to the
wishful thinking of the United States, a rearmed West

Germany will serve as a mainstay in an anti-Soviet war
in the West and a rearmed Japan in a war against the
Soviet Union and China in the East. But did not the
United States, Britain and France, prior to World War
II, also plan to use Germany and Japan to wage war
against the Soviet Union? History, however, follo'"ved a
course quite independent of their will. Those who seek
to commit murder with another's knife are the first to
suffer its wounds. In this respect, the situation today
differs from that before World War II only in that
the socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union has
grown incomparably strong. Whoever dales launch a
war against the socialist countries will only bc' courting
his own destruction. In fact the ruling class of those
countries know that unless they initiate an attack against
the Soviet Union and the socialist camp, the lattel will
firmly adhere to the principles of peaceful coexistence
and never attack them first. As surely as water seeks
its own level, so is it the nature of imperialism to buli;r

the weak and fear the strong. Raw materials and

markets are vital to the imperialist powers and they wilj.
ffght for them by every means available. World War
I was a war among the imperialist powers and World
War II began in the first place among them. Though
West Germany and Japan owe what they are today to
U.S. help and support, they will not always bow to U.S.
dictates. Who can guarantee that rilIest Germany will
not unleash a new war of aggression in Western Europe
and Japan in Southeast Asia? And who can guarantee
that there will be no repetition of Pearl Harbour or that
a new world war will not break out among the imperialst powers?
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Comrade Mao Tse-turrg pointed out as early as 1945
that the real, immediate contradictions in-the post-war
world are the contradictions within the capitalist world:
contradictions between the imperialist reactionaries and
their own peoples, contradictions between the imperialist
states and the colonies and semi-colonies and contradictions among the imperialist nations. The real, immediate
contradictions of this period are not the contradictions
between the Soviet Union and the United States. The
Soviet Union and the United States can coexist and are
in fact coexisting in peace. The imperialist reactionaries
purposely spread the shop-worn anti-Soviet myth that
a third world war between the Soviet Union and the
United States would flare up at any moment, using this
as a smokescreen to cover up their ambitions to dominate
the world and oppress their own peoples. Comrade Mao
Tse-tung said:

The propaganda about an anti-Soviet war consists
of two aspects. On the one hand, U.S. imperialism is
really preparing a war against the Soviet Union; the
current talk about an anti-Soviet war and other antiSoviet propaganda is the political preparation for an
anti-Soviet war. On the other hand, this propaganda
is a smokescreen put up by the U.S. reactionaries td
cover up the many real contradictions U.S. imperia)ism is now facing. These are the contradictions between the U.S. reactionaries and the American people
and those between U.S. imperialism and other capitalist countries and colonial and semi-colonial countries.
At present the U.S. slogan of waging an anti-Soviet
war actually means the oppression of the American

people and the expansion of its aggressive forces in
the capitalist world.l
The truth of this great prediction of Comrade Mac Tsetung is now more apparent than ever.

It is precisely

because

the imperialist system is the

root cause of modern wars and the imperialist war forces
led by the United States are daily and hourly creating
the danger of war that the peoples of the world must
take up the task of winning peace. The struggle for
peace is an extremely complex and difficult task. When
the working class seized state power following the
October Revolution, Lenin said:
Now the struggle for peace has started' This is a
difficult struggle. Whoever has thought that it is easy
to attain peace, that one has only to mention the word
peace and the bourgeoisie will present it on a silver
platter is a very naive person.2
Great differences exist and a fundamental change has
taken place in the relationship of forces between ourselves
and the enemy since Lenin made this statement. The
strength of the socialist camp has exceeded that of imperialism, peace that of war. However, imperialism is after
all imperialism and monopoly capital is monopoly capital.
Under such conditions, peace for which 1,he people of
the whole world thirst cannot be won if we beg it of
l "Imperialism and All Reactionaries Are Paper Tigers," Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1958, p. 1?.
I "Sp"""h al the First All-Russian Congress of the Navy," Collected Works, 4th Russ. ed., Vol. XXVI, p.
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imperialism instead of rallying all peoples to a struggle
to defend world peace and oppose imperialist wars so
as to tie the hands of the imperialist war-makers.
We must acquire a correct understanding of the objective law that imperialism breeds war, for the very purpose of using this law to oppose and prevent imperialist war, and even eliminate war altogether. We must
acquire a correct understanding of the origin of modern
wars precisely in order to adopt a correct policy in the
Iight of this understanding and wage a struggle for world
peace and against imperialist wars. We have exposed
the predatory nature of imperialism, its policy of plunder,
its two-faced tactics of "p€ace" and war and its preparing and conducting limited wars at the same time that
it makes ready for world war, in order to heighten the
vigilance of the people, to fight imperialism tooth and
nail. As the Chinese saying goes, "Know the enemy and
know yourself, and you will win any battle." The more
thoroughly we know imperialism, the easier it will be
to achieve our aim of shattering its war schemes and
defending peace.
The broad masses of the people of every stratum in
all the countries of the world, except the monopoly
capitalist class and its followers who are only a small
minority, are for the defence of world peace and against
imperialist war. The struggle for world peace is therefore an extremely broad ma$s movement. In such a
movement it is fully feasible for us to mobilize aII who
can possibly join the struggle, thus completely isolating
the imperialist war forces.
To strive for and realize world peace, resolute struggles must be waged against the imperialist policy of

In the colonial and semi-colonial
countries, the masses of the oppressed fighting for complete national independence have battled unswervingly
against colonialism, old and new. They form an important and indispensable force in the peace movement. A
feature of the period following World War II is
the surging wave of national independence movements
in the colonial and semi-colonial countries and the continued suppression and use of armed force by imperialism against them. These incessantly burning flames of
aggression and plunder.

war have their origin in the imperialist system. U.S.
imperialist aggression is directed primarily against these
colonial and semi-colonial countries and those which
have won national independence. To achieve world
peace, people everywhere should give their support to
national liberation movements in the colonial and semicolonial countries, to the anti-imperialist struggles of

countries which have already won national independence
and to the righteous wars for national liberation and
against imperialist aggression. 'They should put out the
flames of imperialist-kindled war in these areas and in
this way link such struggles closely with that for world
peace.

In the imperialist countries, the broad masses, with
the working class in the lead, are fighting resolutely
for peace, for people's democracy and for socialism. They
are another important and indispensable force in the
peace movement. Having experienced the hardships of
two world wars, these people are not willing to fight
another. This widespread popular sentiment means that
the enemies of world peace inevitably find themselves
constantly encircled by the broad masses in their own
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countries. The struggle of the people of West Germany
against rearmament is deepening with each passing day.
The Japanese people's struggle against the "Japan-U.S.
Security Treaty" is developing vigorously on a nationwide scale. The peoples of the United States, Britain,
France and Italy are making headway against the reactionary rule of the monopoly capitalist class, the militarization of their bourgeois governments and the latter's
plans for enslavement. AII these struggles, each merging
with the other, will play an ever greater part in blocking
war preparations and war-making by the imperialist
forces.

The consolidation, development and unity of the socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union is the basic
guarantee of world peace. The socialist countries are
rapidly developing their economic strength. In the advanced branches of science and in military technology,
the Soviet Union has far outstripped the United States.
Our task is to unite all peace forces in the world around
us and to continue to develop the situation in which the
East wind prevails over the West wind. If this is done,
the imperialists will not lightly dare start a war against
the socialist countries and will have misgivings about
initiating wars elsewhere.
The fight for world peace is not an isolated one. Only
by victory in a1I these struggles will imperialism be
prevented from executing its eriminal plans for world
war,
Even when the imperialists are not launching a global
war, we must still be alert to the possibility of their starting wars of a local character, wherever and whenever
they think fit. The experiences of history show that

when the imperialists unleash a "Iocal war," unless the
in time and frustrate
imperialist plans, the fire wiII inevitably spread. Historical experience also proves that, so long as the masses
of the people maintain a high degree of vigilance,
steadily expand and develop the forces for the defence
of world peace and do not fear to fight heroically against
the imperialists when the latter prepare or launch locaI
wars, the imperialists will behave somewhat rnore carefully and the war flames can be quenched even when
they have been kindled. In these years since World
War II, the Chinese and Korean peoples, supported
by the mighty world peace forces, jointly defeated U.S.
imperiaiist designs for aggression against Korea, and the
Egyptian people smashed a plot of imperialist aggression.
Ignominious failure was also the outcome of the imperialist scheme to use the counter-revolutionary forces
to overthrow the people's democratic system in Hungary.
The same end befell the U.S.-British imperialists in their
aggression against Lebanon and Jordan, and their plot
to suppress the national revolution in Iraq. Confronted
by the heroic people of Cuba, who are united as one, the
U.S. imperialists dare not rush headlong into a war of
aggression against that country. AIl these facts point up
the truth that when resolutely opposed by the mighty
forces defending world peace, local wars unleashed by
the imperialists can be stopped in time, and any attempt
to enlarge them can be thwarted.
As the Declaration of the Moscow Meeting pointed out:
"At present, the forces of peace have so grown that there
is a real possibility of averting wars." Facts have fully
borne out the correctness of this view. For the sake of
peace forces extinguish the flames
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it is necessary to reinforce the militant will of
the peoples. Peace through struggle that is the way
- Lenin.
to fight fo,r peace taught us by the great
Together with other socialist countries, the Chinese
Government and people stand firmly for peaceful coexistence between states with different social systems.
We warmly welcome the trend towards relaxation in the
international scene. We steadfastly advocate universal
peace,

disarmament, prohibition of the testing and use of nuclear
weapons, and a treaty of non-aggression between the two
camps. The Chinese Government has consistently supported efforts by the Soviet Government and Comrade
Khrushchov for the convocation of an East-West summit
conference, and other proposals for peace. A11 these
proposals, if realized, will be of great benefit to socialist
construction in our country, to the entire socialist camp
and to peace-loving countries and peoples the world over.
Lenin's policy of peaceful coexistence was advanced
under conditions in which a socialist country had been
born, imperialism still existed and sorne sort of balance
of power had been achieved between the two. Of course,
in practice a period of peaceful coexistence is still replete wi.i;h struggles between socialism and imperialism.
The socialist countries adhere consistently and faithfully
to a policy of peace. They will never invade other countries. But, the imperialist po\Mers are aggressive by nature; they are bound to undermine peaceful coexistence
when the opportunity arises. Therefore, even during
those times when the policy of peaceful coexistence is
accepted by imperialism, as Lenin told us, "We .must
remember that we are always a hair's breadth from all
kinds of attack. We will do everything, if only it is

within our power, to avert this calamity."l Today, socialism no longer faces the question of achieving some sort
of balance of power with imperialism. It has won a preponderance in which the East wind prevails over the
West wind. It is therefore in a better position to compel
the imperialists to accept peaceful coexistence. But we
must also bear in mind Lenin's teaching that "We are
surrounded by people, classes and governments who
openly express the greatest hatred for us."2 Today, U.S.
imperialism still surrounds us with a network of military
bases and guided missiles; we must still maintain the
keenest vigilance with regard to the danger of war which
it creates. As the Moscow Declaration pointed out: "So
long as imperialism exists, there will always be soil for
aggressive wars."
We have full confidence

in being able to shatter the
war plans of imperialism. But should we be afraid if
the war maniacs, defying the will of the people of the
world, unleash a war? Comrade Mao Tse-tung has given
a Marxist-Leninist reply to this question in his work
On the Correct Handling oJ Contradictions Among the
People. He said:
We stand resolutely for peace and oppose war. But
if the imperialists insist on unleashing

another war, we
should not be afraid of it. Our attitude on this question is the sarne as our attitude towalds all disturbances: firstly, we are against it; secondly, we are not
afraid of it. The First World War was followed by the
1

"The Ninth All-Russian Congrcss of the Soviets," Cottecteil
XXXIII, p. 122.

Works, 4th Russ. ed., Vol.
2 rbid.
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birth of the Soviet Union with a population of 200
rnillion. The Second World War was followed by the
with a combined population of 900 million. If the imperialists should
insist on launching a third world war, it is certain that
several hundred million more will turn to socialism;
then there wili not be much room left in the world for
the imperialists, while it is quite likeIy that the whole
structure of imperialism will utterly collapse.
AII peace--Ioving peoples, rally together, be on guard
and keep up the struggle. So long as we frustrate all
the imperialist schemes of plunder and enslavement, we
will certainly be able to continue to prevent imperialist
wars, uphold world peace and march forward to the goal
of lasting peace.
cmergence of the socialist camp

WIIAT THE MESSAGES OF THE
U.S. PR,ESIDENT SHOW
(Renmin Ri.bao Editorial, January 21, 1960)

The Japan-U.S. "Treaty of Mutual Co-operation and
Security" was signed in Washington on January 19. This
presents a serious challenge by the U.S. imperialists in
collaboration with Japanese reaction to China, the Soviet Union and the Korean Democratic People's Republic;
it is also a serious challenge to aII the peoples of the Far
Eastern and Asian countries. The fact that the United
States has defiantly concluded this treaty in the face of
the violent opposition of the peoples of the world, including the Japanese people, is in itself a forceful indication
that it is continuing its imperialist po'Iicy of arms expansion and war preparations. For the purpose of showing up U.S. imperialism in its true colours, our paper has
today published the full text of Eisenhower''s 1960 "State
of the. Union Message" and excerpts from his "Budget
Message" to the U.S. Congress. Both documents are
worth reading because they quite typically characterize
U.S. diplomatic manoeuvres of the moment. These
documents divulge the fundamental policy of the United
States, what it strives to achieve and the true meaning
of its much-vaunted "peaceful intentions."
Of late, Eisenhower and other leading officials of the
U.S. Government have spoken much about "peace." In
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his "State of the Union Message," Eisenhower again said
lhat the United States is "determined" to work "for the
clruse of peace," he also tried to convince others "how
t:irrnest is our tU.S.] quest for guaranteed peace." Of
course, if the United States were able to prove such
"peaceful intentions" by deeds, they would deserve to be
welcomed. Yet, to this very day, while paying lip-service
to peace, the United States is busy stepping up its arms
expansion and war preparations, continues to create cold
war, to intensify the oppression and exploitation of its
own people by means of war preparations, to exercise
control over other Western countries by means of military
blocs, to carry out aggression against the underdeveloped
countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America and persists
in its hostility towards the socialist countries. AII this
shows that while the tactics of imperialism may change,
its essential nature and fundamental policy are unchangeable. Eisenhower's "State of the Union Message" is
the most convincing evidence of the imperialist nature
of the United States.
Every year the President of the United States traditionally gives his "State of the Union Message" in which
he enunciates the domestic and foreign policies of the government and sets forth the programme and goals for the
coming year. If the United States were earnestly seeking
for peace, would it not be entirely proper for Eisenhower
to point out in his "State of the Union Message" what
concrete steps the United States would take towards the

international tension? But, after going
through the full text of the "State of the Union Message,"
it is not possible to detect even a trace of such things. In
rcgurd to the existing major international disputes, that
rclaxation

of

is, to those questions of substance having an important
bearing on world peace, such as disarmament, prohibition
of nuclear weapons tests, etc., Eisenhower made no mention of any measures fon their settlement, nor did he
make any proposal favourable to peace. What is more,
he even avoided mentioning at all the East-West summit
conference, the German question and West Berlin question which concern people the whole world. over.
What, then, are the things Eisenhower did propose to
do? In the "State of the Union Message,,, he loudly proclaimed that it is necessary to start ,,from a position of
broadly based strength," to ,,maintain a high degree of
military effectiveness," and, more,over, to dedicate ,,whatever portion of our resources" necessary to provide ,,a
real deterrent." He declared that the United States will
step up its "military missile programme,, and went into
elaborative detail in showing off the so-called ,,successes,,
in the testing of the "Atlas,, intercontinental ballistic
missile. "f,tris year," he added, ,,growing numbers of
nuclear-powered submarines wiII enter our active forces,
sorne to be armed with Polaris missiles.,, ,,We continue
to maintain our carrier forces, our many service units
abroad, our always ready Army Strategic Force and
Marine Corps divisions, and the eivilian components,, to
"steadily add to our strength.,, He also declared that the
United States is "to program our military assistance to
these allies [of the U.S.] on a longer range basis,' so as
to set up "a sounder collective defense system.', In an
all-out effort to implement the policy of arms expansion
and war preparations, Eisenhower disregarded the stag_
gering national debt of the U.S. Government amounting
to more than $290,000 million, the huge financial
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dcl'icit of $12,500 million for the fiscal year 1959,
;rnd the inflation in the United States which is comlrlrrable to "a fire that imperils our home." His "Budget
Mcssage" provides for military expenditures for the fiscal
year' 1961, under the heading of the so-caIled "main nal.ional security," the sum of $45,568 million, or 57.1 per
ccnt of the total expenditures. In a word, it can be said
that Eisenhower's "State of the Union Message" has
included ail the components of the "position of strength
policy" and the "policy of deterrence" to which it has
consistently adhered in the post-war years, as well as the
main instruments of carrying out these policies, namely,
huge military expenditures, the frantic armaments race,
military blocs and bases throughout, the world, military
aid to its "aIlied nations" and to the reactionaries in
various countries of the world. Only one conclusion can
be drawn that there is no change whatsoever in the
- policy of arms expansion and war preparafundamental
tions which the United States has long pursued. It is
small wonder then that the Chairman of the U.S. Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, Fulbright, remarked that
Eisenhower's "State of the Union Message" merely reiterated what he had said each year. And Sulzberger, a
U.S. political commentator, also pointed out that there
was no substantive difference between the current and
previous foreign policy of the United States and that it
would be a mistake to think that the present U.S. policy
had replaced the old Dulles policy.
In fact, the United States has done much more in the
way of arms expansion and war preparations than what
was publicized in Eisenhower's "State of the Union
Message." It has been precisely during the last few

months when Eisenhower has talked so loudly about
"peace" that the United States has stepped up its war
preparations on a huge scale anrd is adjusting and strengthening its strategic disposition all over the world. First,
the United States has reorganized the leading body in
charge of the production of missiles and is concentrating
on the development of intercontinental missiles. Funds
appropriated for this purpose in the fiscal year of 1961
will amount to $8,000 million which is $1,000 million
more than for the fiscal year of 1960. Secondly, in addition to the four intermediate-range missile bases it has
already built in Britain, it is speeding up the construction of two intermediate-range missile bases in Italy.
Moreover, agreement has been reached with Turkey for
setting up such bases while negotiations are still being
conducted with Greece. Preparations are also under way
for building missile bases in Iran and Pakistan. Thirdly,
in the Far East, the United States continues to prepare
for war. Apart from the new treaty of military alliance
in preparation for a new war of aggression concluded
with Japan, it continues to arm the Kuomintang troops
in Taiwan and continuously engages in rnllitary provocations and war threats against China. The U.S. Secretary
of the Army Brucker recently openly clamoured for the
U.S. "to defend the offshore islands of Kuomintang
China." In addition, the United States is building new
missile bases and expanding the existing ones in Japan,
south Korea and China's Taiwan. Fourthly, Eisenhower
announced that from this New Year's Day, the United
States is free tb resume nuclear tests at any time. FifthIy, the United States, through the NATO Council,
mapped out in December 1959 a ten-year programme for
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r;llcrrgthening the "military set-up," so that the North
Allirnl,ic bloc would have "deterrent power" to carry on
lirrgr:-.scale nuclear warfarc as well as "flexibility" in

concluc:ting local warlarc. Sixthly, the United States
corrlinucs to .step up thc alming of West German miliIrrrisrn by a.ssisting <-ruLriglrl, in thc nuclear armament of
Wt'sI Gt'r'many an<l plircing nri.ssilcs in its hands. In complirrncc willr U.S. r'r't1ut'sl,s, Wt..st Gclmany is putting into
r,ll't'r'l ir l)r'()l{r';rrr)rn(' ol irImrrrnt'nl, cxpansion. By 1963,
rl will lr;rvr. I2 tlivi.sions ils (:onrpill'cd with thc present
lillt(..

n ll llr,lrr' ;rclivitics wlrit:lr sr,t'iously tht'caten world
pr,;rct';rrrrl ;rtlrl l,o inlcrrr;rlionlrl tcnsion ar-c bcing carried
rrttl, trtr<lcl llrt. guist: oI "puu:c." Just recently, when the
Sovic[ Urrit.rn rrnnounccd ils dccision to unilaterally rerltr<:c its urmcd lorces by 1,200,000 men, the U.S. State
l)r'pirrtmcnt not only fajlcd to indicate in a sl,atement
llrrrt, thc United States would take corresponding measurts [owards disarmament, but on the contlary slandered
t,lrt' Soviet disarmament move as merely an "intention"
wlrich there was no way of checking up on. U.S. Vicel'r'csident Nixon went so far as to blust,er that "under
.no circumstances would the United States and its allies
lcduce their strength." Eisenhower's Budget Message,
which allocates 57.1 per cent of the total expenditures
lirr military disbursement, was submitted to the U,S.
Congress on January 18 after the Supreme Soviet of the
U.S.S.R. made its decision on the 15th for unilateral
reduction of its armed forces. Eisenhower, speaking in
defence of this U.S. policy of armament expansion and
war preparation, said: "We should not delude ourselves,"
"While seeking the true road to peace and disarmament

we musl, rcmain strong." He demanded lhal, "our' [U.S.]
rirrlitaly forces rnust bc, capable of contending succcssfully

with any contingencies from limited cmergencies
to ail-out nuclear general warfare." All this givcs the
Iie to Eisenhower's protestations of wolking "Ior the
of peace."
In the past few months, the so-called "poacclul tactics"
adopted by U.S. authorities to cover up thcir' :.rrms expansion and war preparation have been a much discussed
topic all over the wor'ld. During this pcriod, Amcrican
ollicials talked most profusely about pcacc in rrrr cllort
to disguise themselves as "apostlcs oI pcircc." Such a
change of tactics on the part oI thc U.S. wir.s, in fact,
adopted nol just a lew rnonths ago, but r.oultl lrlrcady
be detected two yeals earlicr', in tlrc pcliorl irrrrnt'rliatc.ly
after the Soviet Union launchcd its Iilsl, t'rrrllr-.srrl,cllite.
On Jarruary 16, 1958, Dullcs said l.lrirI t,lrt. sllrrlSglc between the two big camps hud lctrt:lrcrl ir ltrr rrirrg trtoint.
IIe was oI the opinion that "il wc ircl. lilic rr lrrrll in the
arena which puls down its head an<l blirrtll.y r.llrlgcs the
matador's red cape, that could bc oul urrtkrirrli." 'l'lrcrefore he plojected a so-called noblc strirl.t'g.y lo win victory by peace. On March 11, 1959, Eiscnlrowt,r. rrl.so said
at a press conference: "What I dccly i.s, k'l,'s rrtrt make
everything such a hysterical sort oI a propo.silrrrn
-that
we go a little bit off hail-cooked . so I.sir.y lo.you, we
just don't want to be fighting battles whcr.c wc ut.e aIcause

ways at a disadvantage, and I mean battlcs, wlrcllrcr.they
are political, econornic or military." Thcsc words show
that the U.S. ruling clique understands thirt, as l r.esult
of the fact that the East wind prevails ovt.r. lhc West
wind, a basic change in the balance of lt_rr.ccs lras oc48

currcd throughout the world
the forces of socialism and
- forces of imperialism and
pcacc have prevailed over the
war'. They realize that the U.S. has fallen behind in
rocketry and its "brink of war" policy has gone bankrupt.
'I'hey understand what catastrophe will war ventures
bring upon themselves under these conditions. In the
opinion of U.S. policy makers, therefore, the present
emphasis of U.S. policy should be on winning time to
regain military superiority and making preparations in
a1l respects. A research report published last December by the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies in Washington, held that the major problem facing the U.S. in the early 60s was to strive
to eliminate the anticipated backwardness in the field
of missiles. The report further contended that this
could not be achieved rapidty even if a shock plan were
instituted, time was therefore required. Now Eisenhower babbles of peace while concealing nuclear weapons
up his sleeve, and tries to cover up intense preparations
for war by moderate gestures of peace. This is an exact
and concrete application of what Du1les meant by noble
strategy to win victory by peace.
. The hypocrisy of the so-called U.S. "peaceful intentions" and the reactionary nature of U.S. imperialism
manifest themselves especially in the extremely hostile
attitude of the U.S. towards the socialist camp. In his
"State of the Union Message," Eisenhower used malicious "cold war" language and slanderously referred to
the establishment of socialist countries as the ,'armed
conquest of free people," called them "police states,,,
and described the socialist camp as "a system of sullen
satellites," and the Soviet Union as "imperialistic com49

munism." Such slanders cannot, of course, damage the
socialist countries in the least; on the contralv, they completely expose the true face of the U.S. authorities and
enable all the peace-loving peoples of the wollrl, particularlv thc peoples of the socialist r:riunlrics, lo pclceive
clearly the unrelenting hatred that Eisenlrowr.r', who
talks so glibly about peace, bcars towlrrcls lht' Soviet
Union and the entire socialist camp as well irs thc working people all over the world. These slanders irl.so <.nable
them to see clearly that Eisenhower''s so-t:irllcd "iust
peace" is in essence a peace against sociali.sm irnd against
the working people. Therefore the peoplc of rrll countries have learned that they should heightr,n tlrt.ir vigilance towards U.S. imperialism and not lrirrl.rour- any impractical illusions. Everyone knows thal, most. of 1,1're socialist countries won their liberal;ion in l,hr. w:rr aflainst
fascism. The People's Republic of Chin;r wtrs csl,irblished
after the Chinese people had waged tio<.irrlt,s ol hard
struggles which were finally crowncd willr vit.l,ory ()ver
the reactionary rule of the Chiang Krri-slrr.l< clique
strongly supported by U.S. imperialism. Aft,t'r' winning
complete liberation, the people of all the sot'i;rlist countries became masters of their own count,r'ic.s; llr<'.y overthrew the feudal and capitalist classe.s, eliminrrl.cd all
forms of national and class oppression anrl trro now enjoying genuine democracy and freedom. Tltcsr. :rre the
very reasons why the people of socialist r.orrrrlric.s have
exhibited such great creativeness and t,omplr,tcd in a
dozen or so years undertakings in nati<ln:rl r:onslruction
which could not have been carried out in scveral centuries in the past, thereby bringing about a tritnsformation in all aspects of national life. Induslry in Czechos0
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lr r':r;r'tl l'r'om I to 2 per: cent annttally. Alter the establislrrncnt oI the socialist systern, however, its industrial
lrroduction rose on the average of 10 to 12 per cent
irr-rnually. The economy in Albania was backward in the
pust, but registered great advances after liberation; from
1950 to 1958 its industrial production increased on the
irvcrage of 20.6 pcr cent annually. After liberation frorn
.lapanese colonial rule, the Korean Democratic People's
Itcpublic suffcred serious destruction at the hands of the
U.S, invasion army. Since the Korean Armistice, it has
undertaken the reconstruction of the country amidst the
ruins of war; and from 1953 to 1958 its industrial production rose on an average of. 42.46 per cent annually. In
the ten years since the founding of the People's Republic
of China, her industrial production increased more than
1l-fold, while agricultural production was 2.4 times
what it was before. U.S. imperialism evidently does not
enjoy seeing the people of the sociaiist countries become
their own masters or construction in their countries move
towards ever greater prosperity. What Eisenhower and
his kind want is that the Hungarian people be thrown
back to the dark years under Horthy, the Polish people
subjected again to the reactionary ril1e of Pilsudsky, the
Czechoslovak people trampled underfoot once more under
llitlerite rule, the shackles of Japanese imperialism reclamped on the peoples of north Korea and north Vietnam, and the criminal rule of the Chiang Kai-shek
clique re-established over the Chinese people. This,
then, is "freedom" and "liberation" in the eyes of the
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U.S. monopoly capitalist groups! And this is Eisenhower's

"just peace" and "unity in fleedom"!
The imperialists always look at the worid through
their own wolfish eyes. Accustomed as he is only to the
master-servant rei.ationship between the United States
and its satellites, Eisenhower slanders the socialist camp
as a "system of sullen satellites" and the Soviet Union
as "imperialistic communism." The socialist camp formed
by ttre various socialist countries and headed by the Soviet Union is truly a world system, but it is and can
only be built on the basis of brotherly alliance of equality, mutual respect, mutual assistance and the common
goal of socialism and. communism. The various socialist
countries are united with each other and at the same
time are each independent. The Soviet Union as the most
advanced, the most powerful and the first socialist country is naturally the centre of unity of the various socialist states. The imperialists are both unwilling and
unable to understand this new type of international
reldtions. They dream of splitting the unity oI the socialist countries and disrupting and disintcgrating the
socialist camp, but their intrigues will get thcm nowhere.
Eisenhower said: "We live in a sea of semantic disorder." It is Eisenhower himself and the other imperialists like him and no one else who havc created this
"semantic disorder." Eisenhower turns everything upside
down. His slanders against the socialist countries are an
exact portrait of U.S. imperialism itself. First of all, it
is precisely the U.S. imperialists who resorted to "armed
conquest of the free peop1es." They used their armed
forces in aggression against Korea, and indulged in the
most barbarous acts of arson, murder and plunder, it was
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lrr,r'e

tlrat they even carr.ied on their inhuman germ war-

lare. lt, was the U.S. imperialists and no one else who
t,nglrgc'd in armed inter,vention in Lebanon, armed sub-

vcrsion of the Guatemalan Government and armed supgrrt'.ssion of the Panamanian people. At this very moment
llrc U.S. imperialists still occupy south Kor.ea, south Vietnrrrn and China's territory of Taiwan by armed force.
U.S. armed forces are stationed on the territory of many
t:ountt'ies. U.S. monopoly capital infiltrates into every
colner of the capitalist world and fleeces the people of
rnany countries. Because o{ all this, as the Moscow Declaration of the Communist Parties of the twelve countlies points out, the U.S. imperialist aggressive bloc has
bccome the centre of world reaction and the most vicious
enemy of the masses of the people. It is, furthermore,
precisely the United States that is the biggest ,,police
state" in the world. The United States has created. huge
police and special agent organizations at home to carry
out a rule of terror and persecution against the people.
The American industrialist Cyrus Eaton once d.eclared
that if all the police in the cities, districts, states and.
government departments are added together, then Hiiler
in his day did not possess such a huge special agent
organization as the United States has today. As to the
"system of sullen satellites," the most typical case of
this is the NATO bloc rigged up by the United States.
Within this "system," the United States rules supreme,
and gets others to serve the interests and war policy of
the U.S. monopoly capital groups. Internal relationships
within this "system" are marked by the most disgraceful
bickerinrgs and rivalries. The Neu york Times com_
mcnted that the various contradictions in the Western
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alliance had "come to a nasty head" and that a "downward trend" had appeared in it. Did not Eisenhower
himself feel dissatisfied with this "sullen" picture and
personally put pressur'e to bear on the re'cent Paris
meeting?

It is crystal clear that by

turning white inlo black

the socialist countries, Eisenhower intends
to see the "Iiberation" of these "unfrec" countrics and
their becoming a part of the so-called "free wolld'" Proof
on this point may also be got from utteranccs of ol'her
influential inclividuals among the U.S. r'uling cliquc' Andlew Berding, U.S. Assistant Secletat'y oI Stato, oncc declared that lie woulcl not approve of pcacc.tul ctxlxistence
with the socialist camp' becau.se "acceptancc' oI peaceful coexistence has the effect, of sorlidilying thc status
quo, with the Soviet Union dominating thc communist
Uto". We do not wish to contribute to thc pelpctuation
of this status quo." A research rcpolt issucd on December 6, 1959, by the Rockefeller Brothct's Ifund stated that
"developing Europe must keep the door clpen to those
nations and. peoples which historically have been associaled with it and are now dlawn into the Soviet
orbit. . . They must be welcomed into its intcllectual
and cultural lile at every opportunity' 'Ihis lluropean
civilization will again be part of a broadel' Atltrntic community." This proves that the United Statcs is not willing to acccpt the "status quo" of the socialist countries
that have liberated themselves from capitalist cnslavement. It still refuses to relinquish its so-called "policy
of liberation."
However, as a result of past U.S. failurc.s in both its
war of aggression in Korea and the counter-revolutionary
and, slandering
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rr,ll,lliorr in Ilungary and changes in the balance of world
Iorccs unlavourable to the United States, it cannot but
st'nsc the ever mounting difficulties of using the method
ol' military conquest. That is precisely why Eisenhower's
"lib<:r'ation policy" has now been painted a "peace" colour'. As Eisenhower said in his message, one U.S. intenlion is, through the'so-called "widening of communica[ion," to corrupt the people of the socialist countries in
ir vain hope for the retrogression (or "evolution" as the
U.S. politicians call it) of these countries back to capitalism. A research report entitled "Ideology and Diplomacy" issued on January 17 by the U.S. Senate Foreign
Relations Committee said that in view of the ideological
Iorces operating on the stage of international politics, the
foreign policy of the United States must "encourage
cvolution within the Soviet systeln and the communist
bloc." It said that "we should promote the widest possible
contacts with the communist wor1d. Our policy should
cncourage genuine communication distinct from formal
communication." "The United States," said the report,
"should make all efforts to develop wide contacts with
the intelligentsia of the communist camp, and finally with
the political figures of the upper and middle strata in
order to influence gradually their ideas and beliefs."
George Allen, Director of the U.S. Information Agency,
remarked that "the communication of persons is one of
the breaches the United States has rnade on the Iron
Curtain; every time we made a breach on the Iron Curtain to let the lights in, we won a victory in the ideological battle." The fancies which are reflected in these
words reveal how rabid and reactionary the U.S. r'ulers
iu'Lr. No matter how "peacefully" the imperialists talk,

there is no basic change in their final purpose
the intent to undermine, subvert and wipe out the- socialist
countries.

The U.S. double-game of paying lip-scrvice to, peace
while actually making preparations for war and the
utter discrepancy between its words and dccds, have
heen widely rebuked. In his speech on January \4,
Khrushchov, Chairman of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers, pointed out that leaders of the Wcstcrn countries
still had not given up their "position of strcngth" policy
and the "brink of war" policy.
Rude Prauo of Czechoslovakia pointcd oul. l,hirt Eisenhower's message made it clear that U.S. policy still had
not made a step forward from its presenl, statc of standstill.
Nep Szabadsag, the Hungarian newspaper, commented
that Eisenhower did not forget to talk about peace in
every one of his speeches, but all the U.S. Govcrnment
cared for in the world was military aid pl'ogrammes,
military bases and military blocs.
Public opinion in many Asian, African irncl Latin
American countries has sharply exposcd Eiscnhower's
sham gestures of peace and sympathy for national independence. The Japanese Akqhata pointed out lhat: "In
his State of the Union Message, Eisenhowcl said something that sounds as if he were for peace. But this is not
a piece of his real mind . . . (The Uniled Stirlc's) slill persists in its cold war policy; it is strengthcning its military system which is designed to launch an lrt,l.irck on the
socialist can-lp, and is dreaming of recovclirrg its military
superiority." The Indonesian Hqrian lradjur also pointed
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orrl llr;rl, "Eisenhower says that the United States is desirou:r ol' <.stablishing a world in which aII countries prosper
irrrrl ;rre free from harassment. But the United States
lrrrr; ;rll along been building, in various places, guided
rnissilc bases, atomic rocket bases and bases for aircraft
r';rrrying nuclear warheads." The Cambodian Prochischon
pointcd out that "the leader of' the United States inrlulgcs in lofty talk of 'peace only to intensify war preprrnrtions'." The Lebanese Beiru,t al-Mosn said: "When
lhc Arab people see pictures of President Eisenhower
shouting peace with his hands raised in Rome, Ankara
rrnd Karachi, but at the same time they read of disp:rtches in the papers about the United States supporting
France in its war against the Algerian people, the double
dealing policy of the United States which speaks in one
way and acts in quite another immediately becomes
obvious to them." Pointing to the hypocrisy of U.S' foreign policy, Morocco's Auant Garde said that Eisenhower
talked of the United States' desire for all countries to
be free from any and all oppression, but "in the United
Nations, the United States sided with those countries
that violate freedom, disregard justice and sabotage
peace, and it refused to support the Algerian cause." I'he
Cuban journal Mella said that "at the same time as
Eisenhower lavishly talks of peace, he caresses Trujillo
and Somoza, makes loans to Stroessner, protects antiCuban war criminals exiled in Miami and kisses Franco's
hand," and described him as a '(vicious vulture" in the
guise of a "peace dove."
Even in many Western countries, public opinion has
disapproved of Eisenhower's wav of doing things. Thus

$
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said the Neu York Post: Eisenhower's announcement
that the United States is free to renew nuclear tests "is
the most unpleasant New Year message to the world."
'Ihe London Dailg Telegraph also said that "the rnore he
(Eisenhower) reassures Americans . . about their strong
power, the less convincing sound his hopes of peacemaking."
fn a word, U.S. double dealing is recognized .tor what
it is by more and more people,from East to West. Though
it may still deceive some people at present, it cannot
fool them for long.
The facts have shown that imperiaiism has two weapons: real guns and bullets and sugar-coatcd shells. It
has two faces: the real face of a brazen dcvil and the
mask of a fake philanthropist. But it has only one aim,
i.e. to preserve imperialism and wipe out socialism; to
preserve the reactionary forces and wipe out the progressive forces; to preserve the "frec world" of the aggressors and oppressors and exterminate the genuine freedom
of the people. The U.S. way of doing things at the
present time is a combination of these two wc:rpons and
faces. However, the U.S. talk of peace and itclivities in
preparing war are so glaringly inconsistcnt. tltat it will
inevitably expose itself. Eisenhower's "Statc of the
Union Message" and "Budget Message" havc already
done very valuable work in this direction. One can be
sure that so long as the United States persi.sts in its doub1e dealing, it will expose itself in more and mor.e ways.
Ttre task of peace-loving people the world over is to
be vigilant and expose all the deceitful peace schemes of
the United States, unite and cont,inue ttre str-uggle to
upset the war forces headed by U.S. impelialism and
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('xlr,rr(l llrc victory of thc world forces of peace. The
lolcor wolking energetically for world peace include the
r;ocirrlist camp headed by the Soviet Union which is more
powcrl'ul than ever before, the workers' movement with
llrr' Communist Parties of various countries as the core,
llrc national independence movement in Asia, Africa and
l,irlin America which is surging higher with each passing
rliry, and the peace movement embracing the broadest
.social strata. They form the most powerful force of the
tlir.y that can overwhelm the imperialist forces of war.
Wc are fully confident that if the world peace forces furthcr strengthen their unity and step up the struggle
ugainst the imperialist forces of war, a real, further
rclaxation of world tension wiII certainly be brought
about and a genuine and reliable guarantee provided
Ior the cause of world peace.

BATTLE CRIES FIT,OM WASHINGTON
WU SZU

Washington was lately 'the scene of a bitter controversy over the U.S. missile development and outer space
exploration programmes. For almost a month, the
battle raged within the Eisenhower administration, at
congressional committee and sub-committee hearings and
in the U.S. press. So heated was the dispute that the
magazine Newsweek described it as a "great debate" on
U.S. military policies, comparable to that which preceded
the termination of the Korean war.
The bone of contention was the "missile gap" between
the United States and the Soviet Union and whether it
accurately reflected a gap in their respective overall
military strength.
U.S. Secretary of Defense Gates, Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff General TVining and other military
leaders presented an "optimistic estimate" in their testimony at congressional hearings. While forced to concede
the amazing achievements of Soviet science and technology and acknowledge Soviet superiority in missile development, they tried to minimize the "missile gap" and
denied that the U.S. lag constituted a "detcrrcnt gap."
This "estimate" of the situation had thc public support of Eisenhower, Nixon and Herter, but was the target
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ol' rr st';rlhing attack bv many Congressmen (particularly
l)r,tnor:r'atic Congressmen) and leading U.S. bourgeois
corrrrncntators. Senator Lyndon Johnson (Dem.) ridiculed
(lirlt's' appraisal as "wishful thinking, escape from realil.y, rnd avoidance of the hard facts of life." Walter
Lilrpman, in his regular column in the Netn York Herald
'l'r'ibune, pointed out that the Soviet Union was ahead of
thc United States in overall military capacity, in outer
spircc exploration, in the rate of economic growth and
in cducation; he larnented the fact that the United States
was fast becoming a second-rate power. Even Allen
I)ulles, Director of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency,
irclmitted that there was no room for complacency since
the Soviet Union far exceeded the United States in
missile strength.
Allen Dulles' testimony and the comments of the U.S.
press greatly incensed Eisenhower because it revealed to
the world the truth of U.S. inferiority in the missile
l'icld. To salvage the situation, he inaugurated a nationwide campaign ("Operation Truth") designed to display
American strength and "reassure American opinion, U.S.
allies and the non-committed nations which are beginning to express serious doubts as to whether the United
Sl,ates could regain the lead in the field of cosmic exploration." (Agence France Presse.) Eisenhower exhibitcd the most extreme sensitivity when the controversy
touched on the question of social systems. At his news
crinference on February 11, the U.S. President was asked
whclher the success of the Soviet moon shot did not
l)r'ove the superiority of communism over capitalism.
'l'his question so enraged Eisenhower that he attacked
tlrc idea as "crazy." But rant and rave as he may, he
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cannot alter the fact that the controversy itself was a
reflection of the East wind prevailing ovel the We"st
wind and the bankruptcy of the U.S. "positions of
strength" policy.
Of course, this latest wrangle wittrin U.S. r'u1ing circles is a sham battle. It does not signifv irny real disagreement on basic principles or policies. Whilc indulging in elaborate peace gestures, Eisenhowet' disclosed his
true colours in his State of the Union Message when he
spoke of pursuing' U.S. objectives "from a position of
broadly based strength" and strengthening thc "deterrent."
As for his opponents, including those Dt:mocrats who
see in the "debate" an opportunity to "make hay" in an
election year, they did not in any way challcnge current
U.S. war pr,eparations. On the contrary, thoy attacked
them as inadequate. While the Democral,s irnd commentators like Walter Lippman favour inct'ca.st'd military expenditures and devoting maximum econontic prlwer to
missile development and cosmic explot'ation, it should
not be supposed that the Eisenhower adminisllation has
been lax in this respect. The U.S. Prcsidt'nl, has repeatedlv stressed that American govclnmcnt t'xpcnditure
for missile development "is getting closc to lhc point
where money itself will not bring you any spccd, any
quicker development." Neussweelc (February 15) pointed
out that the "hu1Iabaloo" over the "deterrcnt" actually
involved no fundamental differences in U.S. military
strategy. "It was encouraging," the magazine noted approvingly, "that 1960's Great Debate stlut:k closc to the
very heart of this lnatter," i.e., how to stay "in a hard
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rir('(. lrr rnlrintain the nation's [U.S.] world position"
wlrrclr previor-rsly had been "taken for granted""
( lrrllt'nt U.S. peace gestures are a device to win time
lo cxtricate the Ur-rited States from the predicament of
ils irrlcriority in missile development and space exploralion. Washington's bickering exposed the bluff. It
slrowcd the "cold war" cavaliers as equally enthusiastic
in t,heir demand for intensified arms expansion and war
particularly for stepped-up missile depr'<'parations
in
an efliort to improve their de'teriorated
vclopment
positions.
rrri I il.ary
Glte.s in his congressional testimony spoke of elimirrrr[ing during the next three ycars the "numcrical su1rt'r'iority" which the Soviet Union now enjoys in
LC.B.Ms. Eisenhower in recent newq conJerences has
also emphasized the frantic effort of the United States
to develop LC.B.Ms. He insisted that the country had
not been "as1eep" and did not intend to remain behind
in rocketry and space exploration.
The Eisenhower administration, for whom Gates was
chief spokesman in the missile controversy, came under
ricvere fire from Democratic Senators like Lyndon Johnson and Stuart Symington. The latter regarded Gates'
cstimate based on what the Soviet Union "intended" to
rlo t'ather than what it was capable of doing as harmlul
to the chances of a quick elimination of the "gap." As
Walter Lippman put it, the assumption of the Eisenhower
rrdministration that "although the Soviet Union is now
:rhead of us [in missile development] . . . we are now
rnoving faster than the Soviet lJnion" will in itself hinder
U.S. efforts to catch up.
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Bitter recriminations over the "missile gap" brought
to public view the fact that while frantically clet'eloping
its I.C.B.Ms, the United States is simultunc<-rusly enIarging the production and development of I.ll,.B.Ms and
equipping its strategic air force, and submarine and
ground forces with these missiles. The prrrclaimed purpose of this move is to "o{fset" the gap in I.C.l}.Ms. Gates
testified as follows: "We al'e expanding otu' tnissilc ptngram, putting mis,siles on our bomber .ftlt'<:c ;trrr.l bringing into operation Polaris submarines wlrit'tr wt' bolieve
will offset any so-called missile gap, at lt:it.st l'r'om the
point of view of the validity of our detert'ent." 'l'|rc Netts
York Times (January 17) substantiated this statement
with figures: it reported that for the past fivc' yc'ars the
U.S. Government had distributed its military appropria46 to 48 for
tions in roughly the following percentages

- 2lJ Lo 24 for
the air force, 28 for the navy and marines and
the army. "When it comes to spending for nt'w equipment," the article says, "the air force is getting t stc-'adily
rising portion reaching 60 per cent." M<'nnwtrile,
- in their testimonies itlso slrcs.scd the
Washington bigwigs
need to bolster up the "sirength" of U.S. allics irnd military blocs, to expand U.S. armed forces anrl military
bases abroad, especially its missile bases.
U.S. brasshats and politicians also made no secret of
the fact that the present frenzied arms expansion in the
United States is in effect preparation for both a global
war and "local wars." Before the 'Senate and House
Armed Services Committees Gates testified that the pr:imary objectives of the two-pronged missile dcvelopment
programme were: "First and foremost, to dcter the outbreak of a general war by providing and maintaining
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crrpitbility to retaliate in case of any major attack
rrr;rrlr, orr us. Second, to support U.S. foreign policy and
lo lrnrvidc and maintain the capability to apply the de;1r't'r. o[ force necessary to prevent and contain local
wrrri." Since it is clear that no one is threatening the
llrrilcd States with any "major attack," Gates, ,,deterrr,rrt" in reality comes down to U.S. preparations for a
worlcl war, particularly the type of "preventive war"
witlr which Pentagon brasshats have been preoccupied
rliry and night.
As lor "prevention" and "containment" of "local wars,"
tlris is nothing but a bare-faced justification for ,,applying the degree of force necessary" to interfere in the
internal affairs of other countries in "support of U.S.
f<-rreign policy." "Limited wars" are, as the ,,debate,,
indicated, a major piilar of U.S. global strategy. Much
o[ the sabre-rattling evident during the "debate" was, in
I'act, directed against Far Eastern, Middle Eastern and
l,irtin American countries. Gates with consummate arr'ogance remarked, "I think that the Far East is protected
in the same way as the state of Pennsylvania is protected.
It is protected by the Strategic Air Command and our
other strategic weapons systems wherever they happen
l,o be based." IJ.S. Secretary of the Army Brucker and
Almy Chief of Staff General Lemnitzer openly boasted
o[ war plans drafted by U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff for the
Southeast Asian region, including plans for military inLclvention in Laos. During a recent tour of the Far East
Il'ucker launched a furious attack on the Chinese people
rrnd raved that Quemoy and Matsu were under U.S.
"protection." IJ.S. Chief of Staff for: Naval Operations
Ilurke, urging speed in the production of Polaris sub65

that this was required to cope with a
situation in which "t$,o world 'hot spots' like the past
tr'ormosan Straits and Lebanon crises arise simultamarir-les, declared

neously."
The hypocrisy of Washington's new "peace look" becomes apparent when viewed in the context of such demands for "limited wars" and against the background
of U.S. military manoeuvres in the Far East, the Middle
East and the Caribbeans.
The latest quarrel within the ranks o[ l,hc luling circles in the United States is a "family" qualrcl. It is a
reflection of the disquiet and panic which has scized the
cold warriors as they see their "positions oI strength"
slipping from beneath their feet. But cvcn more significant in the eyes of the world is its exposure of the
desperate efforts by U.S. imperialism to letricve its lost
positions behind the camouflage of peace, of its scheme
to unleash either a sudden on.slaught whc'n the occasion arises
or '(limited war.s." Although
the "battle"
in Washington has temporarily subsidcd, it has provided
a useful object lesson: it teacht's l,hc pcoplcs o[ the world
that they must never I'ol a mornt'nt rclax tlrt'ir viplilance.
(
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III,jSOI,UTELY CRUSII TIIE MILITAR,Y ALLIANCE
BETWI]EN 'I'IIIi .IAI'ANESE AND U.S.
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irnrl l'r'icnds,
Wr, nr<'ct hclc t<-rday at. a rally of the people of all
sccliorr.s of thc community in the capital against the
,ln;xn-U.S. military alliance. We all know that five days
ngo, on the 19th of this month, Japanese Prime Minister
I(ishi and U.S. President Eisenhower, who is peddling a
firlse peace, concluded a new dirty, criminal deal in
Wirshington, namely, the so-called Japan-U.S. "Treaty
ol' Mutual Co-operation and Security." This deal has
lrt'<'n in preparation for the last two years. It has long
lx'<,n widely condemned by people in Asia and throughoul lhc world and has aroused the wrathful opposition
ol' llrc broad masses of the Japanese people. A nationwirk' slruggle against the Japan-U.S. treaty has recently
swr.pl, like a tide over the length and breadth of J4pan.
Wr', lhe Chinese people, resolutely oppose the criminal
(

lottrrrr<lr,.s
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dealings between the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries and
resolutely support the just struggle of the Japanese people. We send our wholehearted greetings to the Japanese people who are steadfastly and tirelessly carrying
on a heroic struggle against the Japan-U.S. military
alliance, against the revival of Japanese militarism and
for independence, democracy, tr)eace and neutrality.
' Comrades and friends! What kind of a treaty is this
so-called Japan-U.S. "Treaty of Mutual Co-operation and
Security"? This is an out and out aggressive treaty of
military alliance. The conclusion of this treaty marks
the revival of Japanese militarism under the aegis of
U.S. imperialism and its open participation in the aggressive military bloc sponsored by the United States. The
aim of this treaty is to prepare for ne\M aggression and
war. It is a serious provocation to China, the Soviet
Union, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and
to the peoples of all countries in Asia. It seriously threatens peace in the Far East and throughout the wor1d. By
virtue of this treaty, the United States is extending its

control over Japan militarily, politically and econromically. It is turning Japan into its military base and
arsenal for aggressive war in the Far East, and is turning the Japanese people into cannon fodder for aggressive wars. The forces of Japanese militarism represented
by Kishi, on the other hand, are trying, by way of collusion with U.S. imperialism, to rene1ry'the past dream of
Japanese imperialism and strike up its old tune of a
"Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere," to carry out
aggression and expansion against Southeast Asia and
other countries and once again bring disaster to the peoples of the Asian countries.
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'l'lrr. rrrilitary collusion between the U.S. and Japanese
rr,;rllron:rries is bringing endless disasters to the Japanese
pr,o;rlr.. This treaty runs completely counter to the will
ul llrt, .lirpanese people and to that road of independence,
rlr,nrocrtcy, peace and neutrality which the Japanese peoplr, tlt.rnand should be followed. Kishi is taking the road
rrl'r;rrboldination to U.S. imperialism, selling out Japanese
rr;rl ional interests, reviving militarism and strengthening
lirscist rule, and driving the Japanese people onto the
prrlh of war, death and disaster.
it'his treaty stands ostentatiously for "mutual co-operalion" and "security." U.S. and Japanese reactionaries
lrirve shamelessly and painstakingly sought out many
lrt'irutiful words to whitewash the "treaty," declaring that
il was drawn up "on the basis of the principles of equal
sovc'r'eignty," claiming that it was a "purely defensive,,
rrnd "peaceful" treaty. But the treaty itself and the
"rrl,tached documents" clearly stipulate that the U.S.
ru'my, rravy and air force can be stationed for long periods
o[ time in Japan, can establish military bases and use
rnilitary establishments there. U.S. forces stationed in
.lapan also enjoy extraterritoriality and various prerr4latives. Okinawa is still under U.S. control These
l'rrcls alone are sufficient to show that by this treaty the
llrrilcd States is now again guaranteed military control
ol' ,lrrpan, while Japan has moved further towards subrr,r'vicnce to the United States.
'l'lrc lreaty also provides for mutual co-operation belwr,r,n Japan and the ,United States in developing the
;rrrncri lorces, alleging that they will "consult', each other
irr ortkl to meet "threats" and that they will adopt comrrrorr uction to meet "armed attack." These are nothing
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more than provisions for armaments drives and preparation for war and armed aggression under the pretext of
"defence." This is intended to harness Japan securely
to the chariot of U.S. nuclear war.
It is well known that in the dictionary of the imperialists "mutual security" stands for aggressive military
alliance and "defence" has long become a synonym for
aggression. When the Axis countries of Germany,
Japan and Italy unleashed World War II, when Japanese imperialism launched its aggressive war against
China and when U.S. imperialism started the aggressive
war against Korea, they all used so-called "defence" as
their pretext, whiJe the "threat" which they alleged was
none other than the favourite trick of a thief shouting
"stop thief !" It is a well-known fact that the United
States is ten thousand kilometres away from the Far
East. What is the reason for it to carry out defence so
far from its shores? Far from anybody threatening the
United States, it is the United States itself that has
crossed oceans to threatcn others. Long before the treaty
was signed, the Japanese Asohi Shi,mbun said that "no
matter what namc was given to the new security treaty,
it would objectivcly never ,have the character of a
defensive alliance." Former Japanese Ambassador to
Britain Harusiko Nislii likcned this treaty of aggr.essive
military alliance to the fascist war alliance concluded
betwccn Japan, Gerrnany and Italy in 1940. There is
no comparison more apt than this. Let us look at the
matter of Japan's security. It is none other than U.S.
imperialism that has travelled ten thousand kilometres
to establish military bases in Japan, occupy Japanese territory, encroach on Japanese sovereignty, tie Japan to
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trnd seriously jeopardize Japanese naIrrrrrrrl irrl,clcsts! Who was it that destroyed Hiroshima
/rul N:rgasaki with atom bombs massacring numberless
l",r('(,lul inhabitants? Was it not U.S. imperialism? Who
rri il, thut has pockmarked Japan with military bases,
lvt'rr turning beautiful Fujiyama into a shooting range?
lr; il. not U.S. imperialism? Who is it that is occupying
llrr' .Iapanese territory of the Ogasawara Islands and
It.yukyu Islands? Is it not U.S. imperialism? Who is it
tlr;r[ has shipped nuclear weapons into Japan which may
lr':rd to Japan's total destruction? Is it not U.S. impeliirlism? Who was it that carr.ied out nuclear weapons
[ests in the Pacific, killing Aikichi Kuboyama of. Fukuryu
Muru. No. 5? Was it not U.S. imperialism? It is preci.scly U.S. imperialism that is jeopardizing Japan's
sccurity. But Kishi and company go so far as to go in
Iirr' "mutual co-operation" with U.S. imperialism for
"sccurity." What does this signify?
The joint statement which Eisenhower and Kishi
is.sued following the signing of the "treaty" has exposed
ll)c aggressive plot of the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries
;rgirinst the Asian region. The statement says: "Japan's
irr<:r-casing participation in international discussion of the
;rloblems of Asia will be in the interest of the free
world." The statement also says that the U.S. "Presirlcrrl. palticularly referred to the increasing role the Japrrn(,so people are playing in the economic development
ol' l'r'ce Asia." Japanese imperialism that has brought
r,rrrllr'.ss suffering to Asia will again show its claws under
llrr. p;rlronage of U.S. imperialism. Japanese monopolv
r';r;rrl;rlists who smell strongly of gunpowder are thus
lrt,ritirrir-rg themselves for action. Taizo Ishizaka, Pres7l

ident of Japan's Federation of Economic Organizations,
has openly declared that they can no longer reconcile
themselves to the present situation in which they have
no special rights and interests in the various Southeast
Asian countries. Itoji Muto, President of the Kanegafuchi Spinning Company, has also said: "After the
Japanese-Ching Dynasty and Japanese-Russian wars and
World War f, Japan gained new, exclusive markets.
This experience in the past must be applied effectively."
Are these not self-confessions of robber gangs?
Comrades and friends! The signing of the Japan-U.S.
treaty of military alliance reminds us of that most savage
and vicious Japanese imperialism which invaded China
and Asia. Every Chinese can clearly recall the suffering Japanese imperialism caused the Chinese people and
what a bloody debt it owes them. During the eight
years of the Japanese war of aggression against China
alone, more than 10 million Chinese people sacrificed
their lives, and property valued at 50,000 million U.S.
dollars was lost. Just as the ruthless brutalities committed by Japanese imperialism in China remain fresh
in the minds of the Chinese people, so every Asian will
remember the catastrophe brought to them by Japanese
imperialism, nor will they forget the inhuman slaughter
and mad plundering which it engaged in. Even the Japanese people will clearly remember who drove them
on to the road of war and forced two million Japanese
young men to die or face life as cripples, leaving millions
of war widows and fatherless children. The Japanese
people will not forget that militarism imposed on them
the disaster of war and the sanguinary rule of fascism,
especially the catastrophe of the atom bomb. However,
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trrrrk.r' thc aegis of U.S. imperialism, the remnant elenrt'nls olJapanese militarism and the monopolists, represcnl,<'d by Kishi, have now concluded a military alliance
wilh U.S. imperialism, and are preparing for new aggression and war in an attempt to revive the old dreams of
.Iapanese imperialism! Can the Japanese people merely
look on at this? Can the Chinese people just look on?
Can the people of Asian countries and other countries
in the world just look on at this?
U.S. imperialism inherited the tradition of the "Axis
Powers" early in the days following World War II.

It is doing its best to revive the militarist

forces

of West Germany in the West and Japanese militarism
in the East. Everywhere, it has organized aggressive
military blocs and established military bases. U.S. planes
carrying nuclear warheads frequently fly over other
countries. U.S. imperialism violates the sovereignty of
other nations on the pretext of "aid" and plunders their
riches to feed its own munitions industry. U.S. imperialism is lording it over others in a way that is unprecedented in history.
In reviving Japanese militarism, U.S. imperialism has
undermined a series of international agreements. The
conclusion of the present Japan-U.S. treaty of military
alliance scraps all the international agreements concerned. U.S. imperialism long ago restored many Japanese
militarists to the Japane.se political stage. Kishi himself
is one of these whom U.S. imperialism has painstakingly
reared. When U.S. imperialism waged the aggressive war
against Korea and carried out war provocations against
our country in the Taiwan Straits, Japan acted as a
supply base for the operations of U.S. armed forces. Jap-
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anese armament monopolies netted bloodv profits from
the aggressive war against Korea. Japanese militarists,

echoing U.S. imperialism, often raise a hostile clamour
against the peoples of China, the Soviet Union and other
Asian countries, more and more revealing their aims of
imperialist aggression. It can be said that this JapanU.S. treaty of military alliance has completely brought
to light the latent imperialist ambitions of the Japanese
militarists.
We have long been keenly alerted to the revival of
Japanese militarism. Ten years ago, it was clearly stated
in the Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual
Assistance between China and the Soviet Union that the
two countries pledged "jointly to prevent the rebirth of
Japane.se imperialism and the resumption of aggression
on the part of Japan or any other state that would unite
in any form with Japan in acts of aggression. ."
Therefore, the revival of Japanese militarism fostered by
U.S. imperialism is no novelty to us. We know that
since the end of World War II, a struggle has been
going on in Japan as to which road the country
should take
to independence and peace or the
- the road
road to militarism
and imperialism. The Japanese people oppose the latter road and resolutely choose the first
one. This is because the first road conforms to the interests of the Japanese people, is welcomed bv the peoples of China and Asia and is favourable to world peace.
The Chinese people, therefore, always strictly differentiate between the Japanese people and the Japanese
militarists. We are always friendly to the Japanese people. We have made great efforts to develop friendlv
relations between the Chinese and Japanese peoples on
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ir lr('w basis and promote the restoration of normal relalions bctween the two countries. But the Kishi govt'r'nmcnt of japan, completely ignoring the ardent desire
oI the Japanese people to restore Japanese-Chinese relat,ions, has invariably pursued a policy hostile to China
:rnd obstructing the normalization of these relations. It
tore up the Chinese-Japanese trade agreement, takes an
active part in the U.S. imperialist plot to create ,,two
Chinas" and has now entered into an aggressive military
alliance with U.S. imperialism. This could not but throw
up new and bigger obstacles in the way of better SinoJapanese relations. Kishi's wild aggressive ambitions
have now been exposed completely. But, despite this,
he attempts to play new tricks on the question of
Chinese-Japanese relations, hoping to strengthen his
own position through the military alliance with the
United States. We serve this serious warning on Kishi:
You have already done enough evil! You had better
stop your futile tricks! The Chinese people have consistently opposed threats of war, but have never been
scared by threats of war. China is no longer the old
China known as "the sick man of East Asia," but a New
China, which is united as never before and advancing by
leaps and bounds, and where the people have become the
masters. Even under the conditions of old China Japanese imperialism met with ignominious defeat in waging
its aggressive war. How then can the Japanese militarists,
dreams of aggression come true today when China has
stood up in Asia and the world as a new socialist country?
We dare to .say to the world: AII the plots and conspiracies of Kishi and U.S. imperialism will not shake in the
least the will of the Chinese people in opposing aggres-

sive war. Collusion between the U.S. and

Japanese

reactionaries will only serve to promote the co-operation
of the Chinese and Japanese peoples and the peoples of
the other Asian countries in opposing the U.S. imperialist policy of aggression and war and Japan's taking the
road of militarism and imperialism.
Cornrades and'friends ! The hurried signing of this
treaty of military alliance by the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries at the present moment by no means shows
that they are strong. On the contrary, it shows that
they are conspiring with each other in the face of deepening difficulties. U.S. imperialism has met with increasing opposition from the peoples of the whole world and
is becoming more isolated because everywhere it carries
out aggression and expansion. Its adventurist war policy
has also caused serious uneasiness at home. With its big
military expenditure and the burden of so-called "foreign
aid," its economic situation has become more and more
difficult, accompanied by an unprecedentedlv unfavourable balance of international payments. To extricate
itself from its plight in a hurry, U.S. imperialism is stepping up its efforts to use West German militarism in the
West and Japanese militarism in the East as its instruments of aggression and get them to pull its chestnuts
out of the fire. At the same time, it wants to squeeze
still more out of the Japanese people through the Japanese reactionaries so as to lighten its own financial
burden. The Japanese reactionaries who are dependent
upon U.S. imperialism and are pursuing a policv of war
and aggression and betraying Japan's national inter-ests,
have also met with many political and economic difficulties and aroused strong opposition among the broad
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o[ the Japanese people. The U.S. and Japanese
rr.rrt'lionaries intend to make use of each other to exlricrrtc themselves from their difficulties and to support
t,rrch other in carrying out expansion. They each have
lhcil own plans, but they are completely alike in their
lhirst for aggression, their bellicosity, their hostility towards China, the Soviet Union and the Korean Democratic People's Republic, and their hostility towards the
peace-loving peoples of the Asian countries and all other
countries in the world. Theirs is a criminal collusion,
a collaboration of warmongers.
This also enables us to see more clearly how false are
the peace pretensions of U.S. imperialism. The conclusion of the Japan-U.S. treaty of military alliance has
further exposed the criminal character of the U.S. imperialists' pretences about peace while actually preparing
for war. The U.S. and Japanese reactionaries originally
planned to collude with each other through this treaty
of military alliance in order to rid themselves of their
difficulties, but because of this treaty, they have more
fully exposed their true colours and stirred up indignation throughout the world, causing them ever greater
troubles. Eisenhower's statement on the readiness of the
United States to resume nuclear tests at any time and
the conclusion of the treaty with the Kishi government
have proved that U.S. imperialism persists in preparing
for a nuclear war. Eisenhower's "State of the Union
Message" and his "Budget Message" have also shown
clearly how the U.S. imperialists are thirsting for war.
U.S. imperialism is trying to gain time to step up its
production of guided missiles and is equipping its military
lu;u.is(!s

bases in every part of the world, including Japan, with
these destructive weapons.
Comrades and friendsl I would like to repeat that the
revival of militarism in Japan and its open participation
in the U.S. imperialist aggressive military bloc have not
only confronted the Japanese people with the abyss of
the disaster of war, but have turned into a real threat
the danger of a resurgent Japanese militarism bringing
disaster to Asia. This is firmly opposed by the Japanese
people and can never be tolerated by the Chinese people
and the peoples of other Asian countries who have suffered enough fro,m the effects of Japanese militarism.
This is also strongly condemned by the peace-loving people of the whole world.
The masses of the Japanese people have consistently
fought against the revival of militarism, against nuclear
weapons and for independence, democracy, peace and
neutrality. They have taken the correct road. In the past
ten years and more, they have strongly demanded freedom from U.S. control, the withdrawal of all U.S. armed
forces and military bases from Japan, the abolition of the
Japan-U.S. "Security Treaty" that has enslaved their
country, the restoration of normal relations with neighbouring China and the establishment of friendly relations
with the peoples of all countries. Since 1958, as a result
of the further exposure of the schemes of the U.S. and
Japanese reactionaries to step up their military collusion
and plot new aggression and war in the name of revising
the Japan-U.S. "Security Treaty," the mass struggles
against revision of the Japan-U.S. "security Treaty" and
for its abolition have become the central question in the
fight of the Japanese people against the revival of mili78
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for independence, democracy, peace and neu-

lrrrlrly In less than a year, the Japanese

people have
lrr nr(,(l and developed a broad patriotic democratic united
Irorrl rrnd launched 11 powerlul nationwide united acliorrs irgainst the Japan-U.S. "Security Treaty." More and
rrrorc people have joined this struggle. Today, throughoul Japan, in every prefecture and county, and in many
cil"ies and towns, organizations have been set up for joint
stluggles against the Japan-U.S. "security Treaty."
,Iapanese workers, peasants, women, professors, students,
journalists, writers, actors and actresses, lawyers, religious circles, business people with medium-sized and
small enterprises and people of other sections of the comrnunity have also folmed their own organizations against
the Japan-U.S. "Security Treaty." The number of people involved in aII forms of struggle against this "security Treaty" has reached a total of over 10 million. The
powerful struggles of the Japanese people have produced
tremendous achievements. They have effectively exposed the aggressive plots of the U.S.'and Japanese reactionaries and dealt a telling blow to them. Their struggles
have also upset the timetable of the U.S. and Japanese
.reactionaries for the early conclusion of the military alliance, and compelled them to repeatedly postpone the
signing of the treaty originally scheduled for last
Februar:y. Faced with the indignation of the Japanese
people, Kishi has become more isolated and his position
more difficult. Even within the Liberal Democratic Party
itself, some enlightened people have shown a growing
dissatisfaction with Kishi's actions. The scale and depth
of this struggle of the Japanese people and their strength
and perseverance shown in the struggle are unprece-

dented in Japanese history, and are seldom to be found
in the world's history. For example, in the course of the

latest nationwide united action, rallies, strikes

and

demonstrations were held in rnany places throughout
Japan, and, moreover, delegations were sent to Tokyo for
the national raily there and to express strong opposition
and protests to Kishi. They even included delegates
from Yamaguchi prefecture Kishi's own constituency.
- departure for the United
On the very day before Kishi's
States, 40,000 people held a demonstration and rally in
Tokyo protesting against the signing of the Japan-U.S.
treaty of military alliance. From dawn to dusk, people
kept streaming to the Prime Minister''s official residence
to demonstrate and protest. Kishi had to move his family
to his private apartment in the next house to get away
from it all. On the following day, he departed 13 hours
earlier than scheduled. Thousands of armed policemen
and hundreds of armoured cars were put on guard as if
they had to deal with an enemy attack. He sneaked into
the airport from the backdoor, under the escort of 15
motor cycles and 12 lorries fully loaded with policemen.
It was reported that Kishi was still uneasy and nervous
on his arrival at Honolulu. Kishi's confusion can also be
described as unprecedented in Japanese histor.y and can
seldom be found in the world's history.
Kishi has gone to the limits of servility in trying to
please the United States. In Flonolulu on his way to
Washington he said: "Japanese newspapers are unlike
your reliable Neu York Times and other U.S. papers;
you can't rely on the Japanese press." He added: "Some
friends ask me whether I read the Japanese papers. I
say, 'Yes, the sports pages.'" Afraid that he was not
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:.rrllrlit,rrtly obsequious to the United States, he said the
('r,nnl)rlrrists "are always picking on me because I'm pror\rrrr't icir11." Though these are trifles, they pr.ovide a
vivicl sclf-portrait of Kishi.
Kishi calculates that subservience to the U.S. impcliulists will help realize his dream. But as is clear to
tvclybody, U.S. imperialism that appears to Kishi as a
lock-firm mountain of support is nothing but a melting
iccberg. U.S. imperialism, which has committed many
crimes, has become the public enemy of the peopie of
the world and its position is becoming increasingly unlavourable. The much vaunted "strength" of the United
States has been left far behind by the powerful Soviet
Union. Is it possible that Kishi's dependence on U.S.
imperialism will spell a bright future for him?
Frankly speaking, Kishi and his like will no longer be
able to molest the increasingly awakening peoples of
Southeast Asia and other Asian countries. The Asian
countries today are no longer the colonies and semicolonies of the past, to be carved up and plundered at
will by others. The peoples of Southeast Asia and other
Asian countries who are safeguarding or struggling for
national independence will never. allow the Japanese
militarists who have brought untold sufferings to them
to stage a comeback and play havoc with them again.
The criminal ptots of the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries are doomed to the most disastrous defeat.
Despite the fact that the new Japan-U.S. ,,Treaty of
Mutual Co-operation and Security,, has been signed, the
Japanese people are fulty aware that this does not mean
the end of their fight. On the contrary, it means a furBI

ther development and deepening of their struggle. The
Japanese people, being even more united, are pressing
their struggle forward on the basis of the success already
won. A still more powerful. movernent is being launched
by the Japanese people to prevent the Diet lrom ratifying the Japan-U.S. "Treaty of Mutual Co-operation and
Security" and for the abolition of this treaty. The fight
and success of the Japanese people contribute greatly
not only to the defence of Japan's national interests and
security, but also to the cause of opposing war and upholding peace in Asia and the world. It has won warm
acclaim and powerful support from the Chinese people,
the peoples of the various Asian countries and all peaceloving people the world over. The struggle of the Japanese,people may be a protracted one in which there will
be turns and twists as well as difficulties. Nevertheless
justice is on their side and the broad masses of the Asian
people and all the peace-loving people of the world are
also on their side. So long as the Japanese people
strengthen their unity and persist in their struggle, they
will certainly continue to win stiil greater victories, and
will finally bring about the ignominious end of the Japanese and U.S. warmongers. The Japanese people will
undoubtedly win final victory in their heroic, unswerving
struggle. Their desire to take the road of independence,
democracy, peace and neutralitv, too, will undoubtedly
be realized.
I would like to say once more that the Chinese people
have always sincerely sympathized with and resolutely
supported the Japanese people's fight for independence,
dernocracy, peace and neutrality, and we will continue to
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rIr r;rr. tl S. imperialism is the common and most vicious
r ru,nr), ot'tlre Chinese and Japanese peoples
and the peo_
1,1,,:l ,,1 [he. varir.rus Asian countries and the world. It is
nr)l ()r)ly a task for the Japanese people but also a com_
rrrorr l:rsk for the peoples of Asia and the whole world
to
r;rn;r;lr the designs of Kishi and U.S. imperialism for
n('w aggression and war in the Far East. The Chinese
pt'ople, together with the Japanese people, the peoples
of the Asian countries and the rest of the world, will
t'xert every effort to thoroughly crush the new plots for
rrggression and war of the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries
;rnd safeguard peace in Asja and the world.
Comrades and friends! Today we live in the 60s of
the 20th century. This is a time in which the East wind
continues to prevail over the West wind and the forces
of
peace continue to prevail over the forces of war;
a time
in which the forces of socialism headed by the Soviet
Union are incomparably strong whereas imperialism is
like the setting sun. The great Soviet Union has entered
the historic period of extensive building of communism.
Following the successful launching of three giant space
lockets last year, it successfully launched a multi_stage
b'allistic rocket into ttre pacific, as previously ptannJ,
on the 20th of this month
very day after the sign_
- the
ing of the Japan-U.S. treaty
of military alliance. ffris
hus further demonstrated that Soviet science and technology have taken the 1ead in the world. This also means
that the happiness of mankind and peace in the wor.ld are
further guaranteed. We Chinese people cannot but hail
the achievements of the Soviet Union and the all_round
developmcnt of the socialist countries as werl as our own

achievements. Having fulfilled the main targets of the
Second Five-Year Plan three years ahead of schedule and
on the basis of the brilliant success of tlie general line,
the great leap forward and the people's communes, the
whole nation is continuing the great task of socialist construction with burning zeal. We hail, too, the growth of
the national and democratic movements in Asia, Africa
and Latin America. These national and democratic
movements which enjoy the support of the forces of socialism are surging ahead on a bigger scale and with
greater strength. They constitute a strong force for opposing imperialism and defending world peace. In the
face of the powerful fight for peace launched by the people of the whole world, U.S. imperialism is becoming
increasingly isolated. Its policy for aggression and war
has met with a series of defeats, each bigger than the
Iast. Its peace disguise is being seen through by mcre
and more people. The Chinese saying "he who does
much evil to others is certain to kill himself" points to
the doom of the U.S. imperialists and all reactionaries.
We warn the U.S. imperialists and all warmongers: If
you dare to defy the opinion of the whole world and
unleash aggressive war, you will only be speeding up
your own destruction. The people of the whole world
wiII make aggressive wars and imperialism mere historical terms!
Comrades and friends! Whether imperialism likes it
or not, the current world situation is very favourable to
peace, not to war; favourable to the world's people, not
to imperiaiism. The people of the world will further
strengthen their solidarity, maintain their fuIl vigilance
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;rrrrl t'orrlirruc 1o expose the plots

of U.S. imperialism and
,rll lr,;rt'[irlnaries, and carry out unremitting struggles to
l,.vr,lo1l the current situation along lines ever more
lrvour';rble to peace. The fight for. peace and against war
will ccltainly win ever broader, greater and more
r
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U.S. IMPERIALISM _ THE \MIRE-PULLER
BEHIND WEST GERMANY
CHIEN OU
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'The present
chain of frenzied activities by reactionaries
in West Germany shows that, with 1,he increasing support
of the U.S. imperitrlists, German militarism has revived
there. Early this year, under the unified command of
Francis W. Farrell, Commander of the U.S. Seventh
Army, 60,000 troops of the U.S. Army and West German

I
I

Bundeswehr held joint atomic warfare exercises in
Bavaria. In these, the Soviet Union and the German
Democratic Republic were the hypothetical enemy. Then
we must add the recent extensive anti-Semitic campaign
launched by the West German reactionaries, and the
negotiations of the BonnL government with Spain and
Greece for the establishment of West German military
bases on their soil. AII this is the fruit of U.S. imperialist
instigation and support, of the obstinate rc{usal of the
United States to sign a peace treaty with Germany, of
its insistent policy of long-term division of Gcrinany and
intensified revival of West Gcrman inilitarism.
German militarism engincered two world wars in
the first half of the 20th century. Its resurrection not
only creates an increasingly serious menace to Eurclpean
security. It also endangers world pcace.
B6
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l,)vr,r ylrody can now see that the unchanging policy
ol' llrr. United States towards Germany during the 14
lror;1,-w;rr years has been to maintain the long-term
rlrvision of that country and fost,er West German mililrrririrn a.s a police dog in the West against the socialist
r';rrrrp headed by the Soviet Union. Both Eisenhower and
llro lirte U.S. Secretary of State Dulles had a hand in
rlr,vising this policy. Dulles, in his book V[or or Peo,ce,
wlrich typifies the global strategy of the United States,

rlwclt at great length on the post-war U.S. policy towards
Wcstern Europe. He held that West Germany should be
its basis. "A revived Germany can also be a great as,set
l.o the West," he pointed out. "By attracting Eastern
Germany into its orbit the West can gain an advanced
strategic position in Central Europe which will undermine the Soviet Communist military and politieal posi1,ions in Poland, Czchoslovakia, Hungary, and other
neighboring countries."
As early as April 1952, Eisenhower, then still Supreme
Allied Commander of the aggressive North Atlantic bloc,
gave an unmistakably clear explanation of why the United
States was fostering West Germany. "As the geographic
center of Europe," he said, "Western Germany is of
great strategic importance in the delense of the Continent. . . . With WesternrGermany in our orbit, NATO
lorces would form a strong and unbloken line in central
Europe from the Baltic to the Alps."
Obviously such a U.S. policy has been very much to
the liking of Konrad Adenauer and his ilk, who represent
the monopoly capitalist circles in West Germany. During
Lhc dozen and more years since the war', they have never
l'or a day given up the plan of redeploying their forces

to

expand thc territory o.t lheir' "Deutsches Reich."
Speaking at an Evangelictrl Conference in March 1952,
Adenauer said, "The rearmament of West Germany
should be the preparation for a new order in Eastern
Europe." On December 5 of the same year, discussing
the West's strategic plans beforc' the West German
parliament, he declared that thes,e plans were "to defend
.as near as possible to the Iron Curtain and if possible,
offensively against the East. We are hetping this thesis
forward to success."l And for years, the clericalist
Adenauer has advocated the setting up of rvhat he caI1s
a "Carolingian empire,"2 stretching from the Atlantic
Ocean to the Elbe and from the North Sea to the Adriatic,
as a Catholic world power.
, The United States takes a particular interest in
Adenauer because he is a most capable police dog for
its war policy. This view of the U.S. ruling circles was
reflected by U.S. Neu:s & World Report which said in its
issue of August 30, 1957: "In Wnshington, Dr'. Adenauer
is considered a granite block on which U.S. 'cold war'
" strategy is based.
President Eisenhower listens to
his views with respect." One of the reasons, the magazine
added, was that Adenauer's "contempt for Russia is vast."
So it is no wonder that the flnited States gave Adenauer
its activc. back-stage .support last year when he fought, in
his own party, to continue as chancellor. The Washington
Stor said that Adenauer should keep on in this job because, after the death of Dulles, his role as the spokesman
t tr'ed,eral Parliam,entaru Report, 4602An empire set up in mediaeval times by Charlemagne (768Bl4), which stletched, at its zenith, to Italy and Spain in the rvest
and the Elbe and the Saale in the east.
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l,r llrr, "l,ough" tactics against the communist world had
lrr,r'onlr. irll the more important.
Mosl r.rf Germany's industry, especially its heavy inrlrrrrlly. [s concentrated in the western part of the counlry. Ilcnce the U.S. imperialists have tried their best

lrr rrlilize the economic resources of West Germany for
llrcil war policy, and for their own enrichment. As far

John J. McCloy, former U.S. High Commisrior.rcr for West Germany, reported to his government,
"'l'hc bulk of the German pre-war heavy industry capa,'ily which is necessary for a defense contribution lies
,,vilhin the area of the Federal Republic. This industrial
clrpacity, which was once mobilised against Europe, can
Ir.rclay contribute greatly to the needs of the defens,e both
ol' Germany and of the Atlantic powers."
In fact, the United States began to openly violate the
t'r:onomic provisions of the Potsdam Agreement very soon
after the war. It did so by lifting the restrictions on West
Gcrmany's production of iron, steel, chemical.s and other
materials connected with the arms industry, and by giving
West Germany active economic aid. According to a stabistical report in the May 1959 issue of the U.S. Congressional
Digest, post-war IJ.S. "aid" and loans to West Germany
had reached 3,578,900,000 U.S. dollars by June 1958.
'l'hough this is not a very big sum compared with investments made by the West Ger"man monopolies in post-war
vears (which totalled about 300,000 million marks, or
70,000 million U.S. dollars, by the end of 1958), it nevertheless played an enormous role in the restoration of West
Germany's economy in the early post-war period. In particular, it provided favourable conditions for the swift
growth of her arms industry. 'Iodav, egged on by the
lr;rcl< as 1950,
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United States, the munitions merchants of Nazi times are
staging a comeback. In the West German armarnent industry, 80 per cent of the capital is now controlled by 17
monopoly capitalist groups, including those of the war
crirninals Thyssen, Krupp, Flick and Mannesmann.
Private U.S. capital has also massively infiltraled West
Germany's economy since the rvar. It is mainly concentrated in the oil, power equipment, chemical and other
strategically important sectors, and has served to
stimulate their expansion. A natural oil industry, almost
non-existent before the war, has been set up. By 19b6,
the United States controlled over 50 per cent of West
Germany's oil production, and 30 per cent of her
automobile industry. Her ch,emical and electric-power
industries long ago began to produce military supplies
for the United States.
At the same time, the U.S. imperialists have taken a
number of steps to foster the West German monopolies.
Shortly after the war, they released the Cologne financier
Pferdmenges (one of the financial tycoons who helped
Hitler seize power), Alfried Krupp and the chairman of
the Farben trust, all of whom were on the list of the
42 top war criminals. On top of this, U.S. monopoly
capitalist circles gave such men support through investments, loans, patent agreements and technical co-operation arrangements. Max Ilgner, who made poison gas for
use in the Nazi concentration camp i4 Oswiecim, and who
was once leader of the industrial espionage network affiliated with I. G. Farben, is now director of the Deutsche
Uberseebank. J. H. Stein, who financed Hitler's rise to
power, is now inspector of 15 corporations wilh an aggregate capital of more than 200 million rnarks. Revived
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,'i. blt:i;sings, W.est Gelman mililarism is stronger
r'('r,rrorni("rlly than was Hitler's Third Reich. The gross
rrrrllrrrl ol West German industry in 1959 was 2.475 times
llr;rl, oI 1936, or 48.3 per cent over the industrial level of
llrr, whole of Germany in 1936.
U.S. finance capital has again entered into close colIrtr;ion with big German banks, taking advantage of hislorical links with them. The Deutsche Bank, one of the
llrrcc biggest, handled all the credit business of the U.S.
Iinirncial groups in West Germany after the war. Its
rlircctor was then none other than Konrad Adenauer,
l,he disciple of militarism who is now chancellor in Bonn.
Why have the U.S. capitalist monopolies shown such
rrrcat interest in fostering West German militarism?
Ilccause, as the Chinese saying goes, "A rich man's heart
is as virulent as a scorpion's tail; the enemies of the
common people are the close associates of wealth." It
was to make the maximum profit that the U.S. monopolists gave repeated blood transfusions to the German
militarists, the twice defeated enemies of the peace-Ioving
peoples of the world. Long ago, before World War II, John
Foster Dulles, the darling of the U.S. monopoly capitalists who was then in charge of the law firm of
Sullivan and Cromwell, took part in the drafting of
the Dawes Plan and Young Plan, both designed to revive
Germany's industrial war potential and provide a framework for joint operations by the German and U.S. trusts.
Seven months before the surrender of Nazi Germany,
Senator Claude Pepper (Dernocrat), a political opponent
of Dulles, demanded that the U.S. Congress investigate
the lattcr's rel,ationship with the bankers. Pepper charged
that Dr-rlles had colluded with some bankers to extricate
(1
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Hitler from his, financial difficulties and, {or the sake of
profit, helped him to set up th,e Nazi party.
Another important aim pursued by the United States in
intensively fostering West Germany is to use her to res-

trict Britain and France. For years, the United States has
been taking advantage of contradictions arising from the
multi-faceted relations among Britain, France and Wesb
Germany, and has done its utmost to sow discord between them in ord,er to fish in troubled waters and maintain, to the maximum possible degree, its hold on Western
Europe. In the post-war years, as is well known, the
United States has consistently and actively supported
moves for the "integration" of Western Europe, which
benefit West-German expansionism. It gave its backing
first to the organization of the European Coal and Steel
Community, then of the Common Market and Euratom.
When the presidents of these three international cartels
visited the United States by invitation in June last
year, Eisenhower said openly that, the United States, for
its own political, economic and "security" reasons, would
actively support the Common Market and efforts to
strengthen the "turopean community."
Enjoying U.S. support and relying on its own economic
might, and utilizing the sharp Anglo-French contradictions in Europe and Africa, West Germany has gained a
decisive position in both the Common Market and the
European Coal and Steel Community. This fits the
intentions of U.S. imp'erialism which are to use West
Germany as a war-industry base for its anti-Soviet and
anti-Communist campaigns, and at the same time as a
means to counteract Britain and France and ensure its
own predominant position.

'l'lrrrl lhc United States supports and works hand in
lil,rvr, wilh West Germany can also be seen from their
;oirrl tight to seize the colonies and traditional markets
,'l' llri[ain and France. The swift post-war growth of
Wlsl, German economic strength has brought more and
n)or'(\ open expansionist efforts in its train. In recent
\/('irl's, the government leaders of West Germany, lncluding

lt'nauer and Ludwig Erhard, have journeyed to a
of Asian and African countries with which her
lrirclc and contacts have increased steadily. West Gerrnrrn private investments abroad registered with and
crrdorsed by the Bonn authorities had reached 2,200 millirrn marks by the end of 1958. If foreign loans and
other important forms of West Germany's capital expolts are included, the total adds up to 28,000 million
rnarks. The United States has further used West Gerrnany for the joint conquest of the colonial markets of
lh'itain and France, thus expanding both the U'S. and
West German sphere of influence.
After the defeat of the Anglo-French war of aggression
rrgninst Egypt and the advent of the "Eisenhower
I)octrine," ther,e was a further growth of collusion bel,wccn the United States and West Germany. In 1957,
W;rshington sent an economic delegation headed by
ljcnjamin F. Fairless, President of the United States
Steel Corporation, to West Germany for talks on common expansion abroad. In March 1958, Ludwig Erhard,
West Germany's Minister of Economic Affairs, visited
the United States to discuss investments to be made in
commpn in foreign countries. At the Wor1d Bank conl'c'rcnce in New Delhi the same year, the United States
blcked lVest Germany as one of the "five powers" in
Ar
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ttre World Bank and Internaf ional Monetnry Fund.
These facts show that West Germany, rvith back-stage
support and assistance from her U.S. patrons, has
emerged as an important contender in the economic
struggle in the capitalist world. She has become a
major partner of the U.S. ruling circles in their scheme
to restrict Britain and France and win over the nationalist countries, whose policies of peace and neutrality they
seck to destroy.
What country is most useful as a mercenary for U.S.
imperialism on the Westernr front? This is an extremely
important question for its new war plans.
In his War or Peace, Dulles wrote that the U.S. military authorities "have always appraised the Germans
highly b,ecause of their military prowess. Some of our
military advisers seemed to feel that, because the Germans had defeated the French, our post-war policy should
be based primarily upon Germany rather than France."
Fttlly grasping the intentions of their U.S. masters, and
perceiving that the U.S. policy of stepping up West
German rearmament coincided exactly with their own
ambitions of renewed hegemony in Eur.ope, the ruling
circles of West Germany have willingly assumed the
role of an active vanguard in the anti-Sovict, antiCommunist campaign carried on by U.S. imperialism.
They have become firm cxecutors of its cold war policy.
Guided by this basic policy, the United States, shortly
after the war, rushed the release of large numbers of
Nazi war criminals. In 1950, it railroaded a resolution
for the rearming of West Germany through the Conference of Foreigr-r Ministers o{ the Unitecl Sta-tcs, Britain
ancl France in New York. First a plin was worked out
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lrrr tlre organization of an army for West Germany,
military lorce in the guise of the
"motorized police troops." Adenauer then
irulll-losted, in a memorandum to the United States, that
Wr,sL Germany would be rready to contribute troops
low:rrds the formation of a "Western European atrny."
Itrrl. the United States feared that this would stimulate
o;rposition and hatred for their past and present sufferirrgs among the peoples of the European countries.
'l'lrclefclre the U.S. imperialists had to rearm West
( icrmany in a roundahout way, by allowing it to join
llrt' "European Defence Community (EDC)." On May
:,1i, 1952, Britain and France, instigated by U.S. im;x'r'ialism, signed the "Bonn 'Ireaty" wit,h West Gerr))any. On the following day the "EDC Treaty" was
rvlrrclr set up a regular

rr,r r irlled

r:oncluded.

But these two treaties later went simultaneously
into the discard, being vetoed by the French National
Assembly. The U.S. imperialists then spurred their
Western partners to hold a seri6s of meetings in London
and Paris, where the "Paris Agreements" were worked
out for rearming West G,ermany and admitting her to
the Western European Union and the NATO. In May
1955, they came into effect, which was how the re;u'mament of West G,ermany was "Iegalizc.d."
The agreements allow West Germany to set up, by
stages, an army of 12 divisions with a tol;a1 force of
ill-r0,000. By the end of 1959, her actual forces were
240,000 strong, or two-thirds of the total planned for 1963.
Today, she already boasts of over 1,000 military aeroplanes
irr-rd 160 warships. The ground troops she has put at the
rlisposal of the NATO number eight divisions. These
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not only make up about half of all NATO's ground troops
in Western Europe but are to become the area's biggest
land force, serving as the main element in any new war
launched by the United States.
It is particularly to be noted that U.S. imperialism,
despite the opposition of peace-loving peopies throughout
the world, is actively helping West Germany to step up
atomic armament. Even before the Paris NATO Council
meeting (December 1957) decided to equip the armies of
the alliance with U.S.-made atomic weapons, the United
States had begun to train West German personuel in
the use of "Matador" missiles and was pl'eparing to
equip the West German army with tactical atomic
weapons. This '"vas an important measure in the intensive {ostering of West German militarism by the U.S.
imperialists.
West Germany has stepped up measures for atomic
armament since a bill dealing with it was approved by
the Bundestag in March 1958. As revealed by the West
German press on February I this year, the new Bundeswehr in 1960 wiII be basically equipped with atomic
weapons and guided missiles. By the end of 1960, West
Germany plans to set up four guided missile battalions
with 276 missile-launching ramps. She has decided to
purchase "Matador," "Honest John" and "Nike" missiles from the United States, and to include an "Honest
John" missile battalion in every division in her army.
The agreement signed on July 25, 1959, by which the
U.S. undertook to supply West Germany with atomic
rocket vehicles and information on their effectiveness,
has now come into force. The United States, moreover,
is intensifying its training of the West German officers
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;rrrrl men in the use of missiles. Its spokesmen have
,rrlrrritted openly that German officers so schooled would
lrr, made responsible for training the West Gerrnan army
li rr nuclear war, and directing it in any such war.
All these things prove to the hitt that U.S. imperialism
is the wire-puller behind the West German ruling
circles in politics, economics and military affairs. The
lwo sets of reactionaries may, of course, differ with
lcgard to some practical . measures, take different
;rll.itudes on certain matterc and even have contradictions
in some respects and on a number of specific questions;
rnd these contladictions will develop. But the facts cited
;rbove show that we would only obscure our understanding of U.S. imperialism as the most vicious present
cnemy of the world's peace-loving peoples if we were
to exaggerate these differences and contradictions at the
present. For that would be to overlook the main essential, the oneness of the United States and West Germany
in their policy of war and the fact that U.S. imperialism
plays the leading role and West Germany the secondary
one in their joint criminal activities.

The Soviet Governm,ent and the Government of the
German Democratic Republic have on many occasions
put Iorward rcasonable proposals for the solution of the
German question. But all were rejected by the United
States and West Germany. The Chinese people have
given unswerving support to the basic stand of the Soviet
Union and the German Democratic Republic in this
legard, and to the German people's struggle for the
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reunification of their motherland on the basis of peace
and democracy.
The crirninal activities of the U.S. imperialists in
reviving West German militarism have not only been
indignantly condemned by the socialist countries; they
have also aroused the strong opposition of the world's
peace-loving peoples, including the German people. In
the recent period, demonstrations against the U.S. rearming of West Germany, and against the instigation of
anti-Semitic campaigns by the Nazi elements, have
spread widely in various parts of the world. In
West Germany itself, the people have fir-mly demanded
that the present Minister for Refugees of the Bonn
regime 'Iheodor Oberlzrnder, a former Nazi, be removed
from the government. AIl this points clearly to the direction in which world opinion has turned. Under the
pressure of the strong demand of the peoples of different countries for peace, and confronted with the international situation in which the East wind is gathering
momentum while the West wind is on the rvane, the
ruling circles of the United States cannot help making
certain p,eace gestures. Nevertheless, all honest and wellintentioned people must maintain their vigilance. For
the U.S. imperialists are continuing to encourage tlte
West German militarists in the West and tha Japanese
militarists in the East to create tcnsion, and ale prcparing
to spur the,se police dogs of theirs sooner or latc.r to br"eak
into the galden of the socialist camp.
But will tha events really develop along the path
desired by the masters of WalI Street? Even Dulles had
to ask himself, "Can we be sure that they (the Germans)
will shoot in what we (the Americans) think is the right
9B

rltrr,r'liorr?" (Wa'r o'r Peace.) There is not the least shadow
,l rkrub[ that history wiII show convincingly the fact
llrrrl, plovided the peoples in the whole world sharpen
llrr.ir vigilance a hundredfold against the new U.S. im1rr.r'rirlist schemes of active preparations for war under
llrr, r'loak of peace, provided they expose these schemes
lr )nr;lirntly and effectively, enlarge their ranks and
r,lrrvc ircl.ively for peace with united efforts, and at the
'.;rrrrc t,ime stand ready to deal a fatal blow to the warrrrrrli{'r's, the new schemes of the U.S. imperialists will
r lrllrinly end in utter bankruptcy.
(Published. in "World, Culture,"
No. 5, March 5, 1960)

Since Wor1d War II, U.S. imperialism has done much
<.rust British and other imperialist inlluences in Latin
America. It has tightened its grip over the South
American continent politically, militarily and economit'ully. By means of multi-lateral and bilateral military
l leaties, the allocating of 44 military missions and the
cslablishment of a chain of bases stretching from the
Caribbean to Argentina, U.S. imperialism has succeeded
in lashing the Latin American countries to its racing war
chariot.
This is the same Eisenhower the "emissary of
- year of his presigoodwill"
who in 1954, the second
doncy, stage-managed the overthrow of the democratic
Arbenz government of Guatemala because it dared to
initiate a land reform programme. While openly dispatching warships to blockade Guatemala, Washington
I'inanced mercenary troops to attack that country fronl
without. Eisenhower Iater publicly expressed his satisIaction with the overthrow of the Arbenz government,
and commended U.S. Ambassador to Guatemala John E.
Puerifoy, kingpin in the subversive U.S. plot, for having
done an excellent job! Following the Guatemala incident,
the Eisenhower administration went on within the period
of a year or so'to engineer two coups in Brazil when the
latter moved to prohibit exploitation of petroleum by
Ioreign capital and planned measures to safeguard its
national interests. The first coup forced the then Brazilian President Vargas to suicide, the second sought to
prevent President Kubitschek and Vice-President Goulart
from assuming office. The latter was frustrated only
because the Brazilian people put up a fight against it and
patriotic officers opposed it.
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UNDER THE CLOAK OF "GOODWILL''

A Commentary on Eisenhower's
South American Visit
SHIH KUNG

As

his tour of the South
of Brazil, Argentina, Chile and

Eisenhower commences

American countries

Uruguay, Washington is turning its propaganda machine
on full blast. It is bedecking the U.S. President in the
garb of a "friend" of the Latin American peoples and
calling his visit a "goodwill mission." But, to borrow a
Latin American proverb, wine is wine and bread is bread.
A ferocious wolf doesn't become a gentle-hearted granny
when it dons a cloak.
The simple truth is: ruling circles in the United States
have never harboured any "friendship" for the Latin
American peoples. Over the past century and more, the
United States on more than a hundred different occasions
committed armed aggression and intervention against its
southern neighbours. From Mexico it wrested and annexed some 2.4 million square kilometres of territory
an area larger than the Mexico of today. At the turn -of
the century, 9 Caribbean countries suffered armed U.S.
incursions, including the dispatch of U.S. troops to Cuba
on four occasions and the occupation of Haiti for 19 years.
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When economic crisis developed in the Unitecl States
1957, U.S. monopoly capital, shifting the burden onto
the Latin American countries, clamped stringent restrictions on the import of Latin American raw materials and
ganged up to slash their prices. As a result, the price
of coffee dropped by 8.7 per cent in one year alonel
sugar, by 35 per cent; and copper, by 27 per cent. Since
U.S. industrial goods sold to the Latin American countries
retained their high prices, the Latin American countries
in 1957 suffered an unfavourable balance of trade close
to U.S.$600 million. This situation naturally strengthened
anti-U.S. sentiments among the Latin American peoples
and stimulated the national independence movement on
that vast continent. Eisenhower, however, sought to
maintain U.S. control over Latin America by beguiling
the people. In April and May 1958 he sent his lieutenant
Vice-President Nixon on a "goodwill mission,, to eight
South American countries. The sweet talk of the aggressors, however, failed to charm and Nixon was greeted by
Latin America with rotten eggs, tomatoes, stones and
angry cries. Eisenhower .ordered Dulles to appty diplomatic pressure to these countries and dispatched U.S.
marines and paratroopers to Caribbean bases in an open
show of force against Venezuela and other Latin American peoples. In 1958 alone the Eisenhower administration
engineered three successive coups in Venezuela in an
effort to restore the Jimenez dictatorship.
U.S. military intervention and political subversion in
Latin America serves a sinister purpose: to intensify
the exploitation of the Latin American people. More than
U.S.$7,000 million in goods, about half of Latin America,s
annual foreign trade transactions, are under U.S. control.

in
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ll.y tr.rc;rns of unequal exchanges, U.S. monopoly. capital
lrrlr; l,hc Latin American countries of U.S.$2,000 million
(,v(.r'.y year (roughly equivalent to Cuba's total annual
rrrrlionarl income). For the United States, direct private
irrvcstments constitute a means of ruthless plunder. In
l!)5[-r, such investments in Latin America amounted to
1,.5.$6,600 million. New U.S. investments in that year
lol:rlled only U.S.$140 million but profits were up to
tI.S.$730 million. In 1956, profits derived from U.S. invr.stments in Latin America increased to U.S.$1,0b0 million. Half of all private U.S. investment flowed to the
Jrctroleum and mineral areas, fleecing the Latin American
lx.ople of the benefits of these rich resources. By 1gb8,
rlirect private U.S. investments in Latin America
;rmounted to U.S.$8,700 million and the United States
r:ontrolled the economic lifelines of the Latin American
r:ountries, including 95 per cent of copper production in
Ohile, B0 per cent of the mining industries in Mexico an<l
fr'uit production in practically the whole of Central
Ameriea.

Even this partial reeord of United States intervention
and exploitation in Latin America suffices to show that
Eisenhower is carrying out the aggressive policy of U.S.
ruling circles, and, despite the vaunted grin, is no friend
of the Latin American peoples.
The "Inter-American system" or "Pan-Amerieanism,'
is a major device for U.S. imperialist domination over
its southern neighbours.
Once the colonies of Spain, Portugal and other European countries, the Latin American states required unity
in a eommon effort to ricl themselves of eolonial rule.
This has long been understood by the Latin American
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peoples. It was in the days of Bolivar that the slogan
of Pan-American unity was first coined.
U.S. imperialism, however, has plagiarized this slogan
and distorted it for its own purposes. Thus the U.S.
brand of Pan-Americanism is not a slogan to rally the
Latin American peoples for the defence of their national
interests, but a device through which to manipulate them
according to U.S. dictates
in short, a means to make
Latin America an adjunct- of the United States" U.S.
imperialism has set up a host of organizations to "handle"
the Latin American countries under the protective signboard of Pan-Americanism. These include the Commercial Bureau of American States (organized in 1BB9), the
former Pan-American Ifnion, and the present-day Organization of thc American States. In 1945, the
United States forced on its southern neighbours the
i'Clayton Plan" euphemistically described as the
"economic charter" for the Americas. This was a plan
which paved the way for intensified U.S. economic exploitation of Latin America under the guise of "free
trade," "free investment," and "free enterprise." In 7947,
the United States saddled Latin America with the socalled "Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance"
to tighten its military control over these countries. Ttris
was followed by the antl-Soviet and anti-Communist
Caracas Declaration of 1954. Two months after adoption,
Washington made full use of it for the armed subversion
of the democratic government in Guatemala.
At the conference of the presidents of the Americas
in 1956, Eisenhower declared: ". That those who
demonstrate the capacity for self-government therebv
win the right to self-government; that sovereign states
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rilrirll be free from foreign interference in the orderly
rlcvclopment of their internal affairs." In practice this
"pronunciamento" was used to turn a country into a
lI.S. colony by the simple expedient of labelling it as
rrnc lacking the capacity for self-rule. A clear example
is Puerto Rico. By the same token, the United States
r':rn claim at will that a certain sovereign state is not
rlcvcloping its internal affairs "in an orderly way" and
rtse it as a pretext for interference. Thus, following the
victory of the Cuban revolution, Washington has on three
scparate occasions sent official notes to the Cuban Government slandering the Cuban revolutionary movement and
declaring that the Cuban land reform did not have the
concurrence of the U.S. property holders in Cuba. Washington also applied pressure to the Inter-American
Foreign Ministers' Conference to extend the powers of
the "Inter-American Peaee Committee" and entrust it
with the assignment of "studying" the tense situation in
the Caribbeans. This was in effect part of the plot for
intervention against Cuba.
Spokesmen for U.S. imperialism never weary of harping on the threadbare theme that the spirit of PanAmericanism requires that all major events in the
Americas be diseussed and handled by the OAS. This is
actually a ruse which gives Washington a free hand in
using the OAS for intervention in the internal affairs of
the Latin American countries and in their mutual relations. Thus, when the United States wanted to overthrorv the democratie Guatemalan Government, it did so
by instigating the rebel forces under Armas to launch an
attack against Guatemala from Honduras and Nicaragua.
The Guatemalan Government's request that the U.N.
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Security Council take measures to stop the aggression
was sidetracked by U.S. manoeuwes designed to refer
the question to the OAS. Since U.S. manipulation prevented any effective measures by the OAS, the democratic Guatemalan Government was overthrown without
much ado.
These are some of the well-known facts. They show
the unvarnished reality of the U.S. brand of pan-Americanism. Yet the purpose of Eisenhower's South American
trip, as the January 6 White House statement emphasized,
was 'rto encourage further development of the InterAmeriean system, no't only as a means of meeting the
aspirations of the peoples of the Americas, but also as a
further example of the way all peoples may live in peaeeful co-operation." The real intent of this statement ean
only be interpreted to mean that the rulers of the United
States have not the slightest intention of changing their
aggressive policies.

The peoples of Latin America have no use for the
U.S. brand of Pan-Amerieanism, whieh is nothing but a
cover for Pan-United-States-ism. What they need is solidarity and mutual co-operation to put an early end to
U.S. imperialist aggression and oppression.

One of the stoek pretexts employed by U.S. imperialism in Latin America is its ,,opposition,, to the
so-called ttinternational communist menace,' and ,,communist intrigues."
Sinee the end of World War II, Washington has imposed further IJ.S.-controlled dictatorships on the Latin
American peoples. This has been accomplished behind the anti-Soviet, anti-Communist smokesereen. Without exception these dictatorships all serve the interests of
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W;rll Street. Take Batista as an example, During his
rule tens of thousands of Cuban patriots were murdered
in cold blood; this was done at the instigation of the
tlnited States and carried out according to specific plans
o[ the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation. Batista
l,rrrned over to U.S. monopoly capital practically in toto
(luba's industrial and communications enterprises as well
:rs other national resources, subjecting the Cuban people
t,o brutal exploitation. When the Cuban people, driven to
desperation, took up arms against the lackeys of U.S. imperialism, drove them out and set up their own democratic regime to free themselves from U.S. imperialist
oppression and plunder, Eisenhower issued statement
rrlter statement, meddling in Cuba's internal affaiis. I-Ie
rlcscribed the overthrow o,f thd reactionary Batista regime by the Cuban people and the establishment of their
own demoeratic government as the destruction of the
"democratic system" and the victory of the Cuban people's revolution won at the cost of several years' sanguinary struggle as "international communist conspiracy.',
Under the same anti-Soviet and anti-Communist pretext the United States applied economic and political
pressure compelling 12 Latin American countries to conclude bilateral military agreements with it; established
and maintained 15 major military bases on their territories; made five Latin American countries break off
diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union and 16 countries ban their Communist Parties.
Ttre results are all too obvious. Quite a number of
Latin American countries do not have their own independent national defence; manv r:annot trade freelv with
other countries of the world and are consequently eco107

nomically at the mercy of U.S. monopoly capital' And
in many Latin American countries the people were deprived of all democratic rights.
It is as plain as a pikestaff that "international communism" does not threaten the Latin American countries;
nor do the Soviet Union, China, or any other socialist
country. It is U.S. imperialism which is occupying the
Panama Canal Zone and shoring up the Trujillo dictatorship. It is U.S. monopoly capital and Washington which
are creating increasing difficulties for the economies of
the Latin American countries and impoverishing their
peoples. In its conspiracy against the Cuban revolution,
the United States openly sends aircraft to bomb Cuba's
sugar-cane plantations and threatens Cuba with cuts in
her share of the U.S. sugar import quota. In contrast,
the Soviet Union is buying substantial quantities of Cuban sugar and granting loans at low-rate interest.
As to the Communist Parties of Latin America, they
fight unswervingly in the interest of their people, standing in the front lines of the battle against U.S. imperialist
aggression and the national and democratic struggles
against dictatorial rule. For this they have been persecuted by the notorious F.B.L and the reactionaries in
their own countries.
Ttre cry of "communist infiltration" and the general
anti-Soviet and anti-Communist hullabaloo rai.sed by U.S.
imperialism is the barrage behind which it attempts to
conceal its moves for the enslavement of the Latin
American peoples. But the people have come to understand ever more clearly that behind this hue and cry, it
is they and their national interests which are being attacked. U.S. imperialism relies on this anti-Soviet, anti108

(lommunist uproar to intimidate and frighten the Latin
American peoples who are fighting to preserve their nalional independence and win people's democracy. What
il. i.s actually doing, however, is unwittingly playing the
lolc of a teacher by negative example.
United States imperialism uses another deceptive argurncnt: it claims that Latin America cannot live without
the United States, that in order to develop their econornies and shed their backwardness, the Latin American
countries must rely on U.S. capital, technical aid, etc.
The present economic situation in Latin American
t:ountries is the result of prolonged colonial ruie' In Latin
Amcrica only those fields of production most profitable
to foreign capital are developed. Growth of the national
t'conomies is arrested because U.S. monopoly capital
which controls Latin America's economic lifeline makes
industrial and agricultural production there serve its
own needs. The reason why Latin American countries
iu'e poor, backward and economically dependent on the
United States is precisely because U.S. imperialist policy
is dedicated to turning Latin America into its semicolony.

U.S. investments in and "aid" to Latin America bring
huge profits to Wall Street and untold suffering to the
Latin American peoples. Venezuela is an example. The
United States owns 3/4 of Venezuelan oil from which it
derives a profit of U.S.$600 million every year whereas
the daily wage of a Venezuelan worker is equivalent to
only 7/24 of the value he produces.
Since 1950 twenty Latin American countries have
been forced to accept U.S. "technical assistance" originally introduced as the "Point 4 Program." While U.S.
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"technical personnel" infiltrated the economic departments of various Latin American countries, no real help
wa.s given them to develop their industry. Up to the
present day, oil-rich Venezuela still cannot refine oil
within its ten'itory nor can Chile smelt its own copper.
The Latin American states remain agricultural countries
exporting raw materials and importing industrial products. Although countries like Argentina and Brazil
exerted considerable effort to develop their national
industry in recent years, they could not attain normal
growth due to the manifold U.S. obstructions.
These facts show that U.S. monopoly capital did.not
help Latin American economic development but that the
Latin American national economies suffered at the hands
of the United States; that far from providing a livelihood
for the Latin American peoples the U.S. capitalists actually battened on the latter; that instead of providing
capital for Latin American economic development, the
blood and toil of the Latin American peoples have been
turned into capital reinvested to further exploit them.
Milton Eisenhower, the U.S. President's brother and
advisor on Latin American affairs, put it bluntly: ,,. . .The
time has arrived for us (the United States) to take a
more positive approach in using credit as an effective
means of forwarding American foreign policy." U.S. Representative Kilgore also minced no words declaring that
"Latin America is very valuable for the free world as
a source of economic power." "Not only does the United
States have investments in Latin America twice as large
as in Western Europe," he added, "but the republics of
Latin America ptovide 30 out of ZT strategic materials
necessary for United States stockpiling." It is just be-

r';rrrse

Latin America is a "source of economic power," for

llrt: United States that Ejsenhower shows such "deep
irrt,crest" in it. As the Chinese saying goes: "When the

wcasel greets the chicken, you can be sure he has somellring up his sleeve."

In recent years, the national and democratic moverrrcnts of the Latin American peoples have been on the
lise and the traitorous dictatorships propped up by U.S.
imperialism are toppling one after the other. The Cuban
leyolution has given great impetus to the Latin American
peoples' struggle against U.S. imperialism. The remaining dictatorships are on their last legs. The contradictions between the Latin American countries and the
United States are deepening with each passing day. U.S.
imperialism's own "backyard" is rapidly becoming the
ft'ont line in the struggle against it.
It is obvious that U.S. imperialism is facing increasing
<.lifficulties in its control and plunder of Latin America.
Certain tendencies towards relaxation have emerged in
the present international situation. Under powerful pressure for peace from the pedples of the world, U.S. ruling
circles have been obliged to make certain peace gestures
.and have found it expedient to costume Eisenhower as a
"messenger of peace." Ttris is an attempt to blunt the
vigilance of the people with a sham peace behind which
1o continue its aggression. It was in the guise of a "messenger of peace" that Eisenhower made his "goodwill
visit" to 11 countries in Europe, Asia and Africa last
December.
Now, a little more than two months later, Eisenhower
has once more taken up his journeys as an "emissary of
'peace" and rushed off to South America. But only re-
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c€ntly U.S. planes have been bombing Cuban sugar-cane
plantations and U.S. military manoeuvres of three months'
duration have been conducted in Caribbean waters. With
the United States daily creating tension in that part of
the world, how can the Latin American peoples be made
to believe that Eisenhower is indeed an "emissary of
goodwill"?
The peoples of Latin America have awakened. They
are waging a heroic struggle to preserve their national
independence and sovereignty and to win freedom and
democracy. No plots of the U.S. imperialists, whether of
the big stick or carrot variety, can block their triumphant advance. Eisenhower's bag of tricks which combines friendship in appeilrance with aggression in reality
(Published,

in "Pcking

No. 9, Marclr 1,

Reoieut,"

1960)

PARSONS'BLIND ALLEY
"EENMIN RIBAO'' OBSEEVER
(March 4,

1960)

During the past few months, there have been quite a
.l't'w comments in the foreign pr"ess on the trend of U.S.
lxrlicy towards China. Certain Western journals claim
that U.S, policy towards China has changed. In this, the
Yugoslav press has gone the furthest. It even tries to
blame China for the present state of Sino-American relalions. The Slobodni Dom wrote on January 28: "The
change in the U.S. Government's policy towards the Peking government has taken a path where hopes have
alisen for establishment of state relations in the not distant future
China's stand is being awaited."
But what is the reality of U.S. policy towards China?
A clear answer to this was given in a speech by U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State J. Graham Parsons on
February 19.
For all the carefully picked words and phrases in his
speech, Parsons made no secret at all of the deep-rooted
c.nmity of U.S. imperiaiism towards the Chinese people.
Parsons said: "We do not ignore Communist China's
growth into a strong economic and political force. As
a matter of prudence we must accept this fact." But
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this did not at all mean that the United States wouid
now abandon its policy of hostility to China. Proving
otherwise, Parsons immediately went on to proclaim that
U.S. policy "seeks to deal with this fact." He blatantly
admitted that the United States still "expected" China's
"collapse from within," but "the point is that our China
policy is not grounded on an expectation of collapse."
Instead, Parsons continued, the United States is implementing a "policy which seeks to offset such growth [of
China] " and is "adhering to measures designed to cope
with that strength." In other words, U.S. imperialism
will not sit idly by in its den merely cursing and shouting that China will "collapse," but will persist in hostile
activities against China.
In pursuit of this policy, Parsons repeated that the
United States is determined tb continue its occupation

of China's territory of Taiwan and to intervene with

armed force against the liberation of Taiwan by the Chinese people
is China's internal affair. He said
- which
in a threatening
tone: "We will not tolerate the solution of the problem by force." Meanwhile, he did not
hide the fact that "the military preoccupation of the
United States in East and Southeast Asia" was to maintain a "deterrent force" against China. He described as
a "protective shield" the military encirclement and aggressive bases set up by the United States in the Western
Pacific area, which have China as their target. And he
ranted: "We cannot afford to put it down."
What is the sole conclusion to be drawn from parsons' entire speech? It is that the U.S. policy of hostility
towards China, of aggression and threats against China,
has undergone no change whatsoever.
Lt4

Wlrile admitting Washington's continued adherence
lo llre policy of hostility towards China, Parrsons however
llir.d to shift the responsibility to the Chinese people.
Itt, has arrived at the strange logic that U.S. hostility to
(lhina is the result of Chinese hostility to the United
,Slates. He thus tries to turn the entire history of U.S.
irnpcrialist aggression against China upside down. But
llrc fact is: no one can change history.
True, the Chinese people have seen clearly that U.S.
imperialism is their Enemy No. 1. This conclusion is

tlrawn from

a century of U.S. imperialist

aggression

China. We must point out that it is the U.S.
imperialists who, with numerous naked lacts, sangui-

rrgainst

nary facts, "educated" the Chinese people to understand
i,his truth. We will not refer to the remote past. In the
post-World V/ar II years alone, the United States has
"taught" the Chinese people more than enough lessons
Ry its naked deeds of aggression, U.S. imperialism haS
proved itself the deadly foe of the Chinese people. It
was the United States which gave several thousand million dollars in aid to the Chiang Kai-shek reactionaries
for launching a large-scale civil war against the Chinese
people. It tried to take the place of Japanese imperiilism and turn China into a U.S. colony. It was the
United States which, only eight months after the birth
o[ New China, started the war of aggression against
Korea. It extended the flames of war up to the yalu
Il,iver, declaring that the boundary line between China
and Korea did not lie at the Yalu! It was again the
United States which, simultaneous with unleashing the
war of aggression against Korea in 1950, seized China,s
territory of Taiwan and Penghu Islands, turning both
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into U.S. military bases. Moreover, the United States
interfered in China's internal affairs by attempting to

rrrlvocates

encroach orr China's sovereignty over the Tibet Region.
U.S. Secretary of State Herter, in his recent letter to the
Dalai Lama, openly announced the U.S. plot to split off
Tibet in the name of supporting Tibet's "self-determination." It is the United States too which, with the aim
of overthrowing New China, constantly threatens and
provokes the Chinese people and attempts to suffocate
and strangle their liberation and construction, both from
within and without, politically, militarily, economically
and in other ways.
But the Chinese people can no longer be wilfully bulIied. In the face of the frenzied U.S. aggressors, the
Chinese people have neither given in nor retreated in
fear. Instead they have waged resolute, stubborn struggles and dealt repeated heavy blows to the U.S. imperialists. So it is none other than the United States
itself with its aggression against China that has hardened
the fighting will of the Chinese people to struggle against
imperialism.
The Chinese people have always loved peace and from
first to last have been friendly to the American people. No matter how hard Parsons tries to counterfeit
history, he just cannot name a time or place in which
China has ever sent one soldier, warship or aeroplane to
intrude on U,S. territory by land, sea or air. China and
the United States are far apart, separated by a vast ocean.
If the United States had not extended its aggressive
designs to the Western Pacific, invaded China and threatened it, any tension between the two' countries would
be simply impossible. The Chinese people are constant

lr,r'national disputes arise.
Long ago, at the Bandung Conference in 19b5, premier
(lhor-r En-lai of our country declared that the Chinese
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Irrrrrls;,

of peaceful coexistence with the people of all
of non-aggression and peaceful settlement as in-

;x'op)e did not want war with the United States; that
llrcy were willing to sit down and enter into negotiations
rvilh the United States to discuss the question of relaxing
rrrr<l eliminating the tension in the area of the Taiwan

Ls. l uter, at the Sino-American ta lks held in
ilnevn. the Chinese side proposed time and again that
lhr. two countries make a joint statement that disputes
lx,l,wcen them should be settled through peacelul negoli:rtions without resorting to threats or force. But the
tlrtitcd States rejected all these proposals. Right up to
llrr,present, it still refuses to pledge not to use force in
Sino-American relations and stubbornly persists in armed
rrllgression against China'S territory of Taiwan and in
rnilitary threats against China. The grave U.S. military
provocation against the Chinese people in the Taiwan
Straits area in the summer of 1958 was one instance of
tlris. 'Ihese facts show that the tension between China
rrrrcl the United States was not a result of the so-called
('lrinese "challenge" to the United States; on the conllrrry, it was blought about by U.S. persistence in enmity
loryis1fl. China, in invading and thr-eatening China.
l)t.rrsons even regar.ded the strength of New China
irs a justification for U.S. hostility, aggression and th.reats
rrgtrinst China. Since China has become a great power
irnd the "free nations" around China are weak, he said,
it is the "first task [of the United States] to assist t]re
rrrrvival of these countries" so as to maintain a ',balance',
l

il lrri

(

1r7

Parsons also cited the demand of the
people
that U.S. forces of aggression vacate the
Chines,e
Western Pacific area as proof of the need for the United
States to maintain a system of "joint defence" and
"bases and sea power" in this region. Parsons' Iogic is
the epitome of confusion. If it is true that the United
States is hostile towards China because China is too
powerful, then why did the United Statei seize China's
Taiwan when the Chinese people were not so powerful
as they are today? If the United States is hostile towards
a country because it is too powerful, why does it commit
armed aggression, subversion and intervention against
countries like Guatemala, Lebanon, Cuba and Cambodia
even though they are not so powerful? If this U.S.
theory of "balance" were valid, since those countries
surrounding the United States could also be considered
weak in comparison, would not the nations of Asia and
Europe be justified, on the same ground, in sending
fleets to stage plovocations along U.S. coasts, in occupying U.S. territory, establishing military bases around it
and lining up its neighbours in a "protective shield" to
threaten it?
Proceeding from such logic, wouldn't any country in
the world feel justified in encroaching on and threatening any other country? It is crystal clear that this logic
is nothing but the gangster's logic for world domination.
It does not add an iota of reason to U.S. acts of aggression, but on the contrary exposes it in its true colours.
It is under these very slogans of "assisting the survival,"
"forming a joint defence" and "establishing a balance"
that the United States is corralling many countries in
the Asian and Western Pacific region, subjecting them

in the Far East.

lo its control and enslavement and making them at once
llre objects and tools of its aggression.
It is however a fact, as Parsons said, that there are
llr'tain "nations" which owe their survival to U.S. proltclion. The most corrupt, dark, brutal and reactionary
forces in Asia
Syngman Rhee and Ngo
- such as the
l)inh Diem cliques-could
not indeed exist for a single
rhry without the United States. However, these reactionrr'.)/ cliques, instead of "growing" under U.S. patronage
rr; Parsons has claimed, are daily rotting away and are
on their last legs. Because the aggressive actions of the
Ilnited States have harmed the interests of the Asian
peoples and threatened their peace, the Chinese people,
lhe Korean, Vietnamese, Japanese, Filipino and all other
Asian peoples suffering from U.S. aggression, including
llrose in south Korea and south Vietnam, have demandcrl that U.S. imperialism get out of the Western Pacific.
'l'hc U.S. aggressors must go back where they came from!
'l'he Western Pacific belongs to the peoples of this
rcgion. No matter what pretexts they advance in selfirr.stification, thev will not be able to stay. Sooner or
lrrl,er, they will be driven out.
' Parsons' speech is nothing but a collection of wornorrL clich6s. But it is not without reason that he chose
llris time to expatiate on the logic of the deceased Dullr,s. He conceded to his audience that "you may point
orrt that no real solutions of our problems are in sight.
C'ommunist China exists and is growing stronger. We
cunnot afford to ignore or turn our backs on 600 million
Chinese. You may suggest we must therefore have a
tr<'w policv." In other words, U.S. policy towards China
is in a blirrd alley and cannot find a way out. This
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policy has drawn so much criticism that it has become
necessary for Mr. Parsons to painfully try to justify it.
In his speech Parsons emphatically "refuted" the
arguments for creating "two Chinas" advanced by certain bourgeois political figures in the United States. This
proposal is, in essence, an "offer of recognition" to NeW
China in exchange foi' the legalization of the U.S. occupation oI Taiwan so as to ensure continued manipulation of the Chiang I(ai-shek clique as a counterpoise to
New Cliina while awaiting an opportunity to stage a
comeback. This proposal has something in common with
the present policy towards China pursued by the U.S.
Government: both insist on the continued occupation of
Taiwan. Thev differ only in the refu5al of the U.S.
Government to recognize New China. Parsons found it
necessary [o "rcfute" this "two Chinas" proposal simply
because the U.S. Governrnent fear"s that the mounting
pressure of public opinion might swcep ;rway the v',hole
policy of "non-r-ecognition" of New China and that this
would not be advantageous to its cold war policy of
creating tcnsion, especially to its intensified aggression
and war preparations in the Far East.
In his speech Par.sons unequivocally denied that the
U.S. Govelnrnent had been carrying on activities to
creatc "two Chinas." This statement is equivalent to
that of a thief posting a marker saying "the missing
treasure is not buried here." In recent years, particularly
after the talks between Chiang Kai-shek and Dulles in
1958, U.S. intrigues for creating "two Chinas" and putting Taiwan under "trusteeship" hatre come to light with
each passing day. A statemer-rt issued by the U.S. State
Department on October: 8, 1959, publicly deniecl that the
t20

('lrirrng Kai-shek clique on Taiwan was "a country or
;rrrrl, of a country," but labelled it as some anomaly havlrr11 neither territory nor yet being a government in exile.
'l'lrls was followed by a State Department pamphlet on
'l'iriwan, giving details on the
"geography" and "history"
,l' 'l'aiwan, praising its capacity for "independent devel,rlrrncnt," and describing Taiwan as an independent
lrolilical unit. In his news conference on October 22,
Mir{), Eisenhower deliberately stated that many countries
in the United Nations "recognize the independence of
l,'ormosa." As to the report prepared by the Conlon Asriociation and made public by the U.S. Senate Foreign
llclations Committee last November, it openly advocated
llro establishment of a "Formosan Republic." Alt this
iri rrot merely the prattling of some bourgeois politicians,
lrrrt, represents the statements and actions of the U.S.
( lrrvernment itself. All this shows that the U.S. Governrrrcnt calculates, on the one hand, to persist in its policy
rrf "non-recognition" of New China and, on the other,
rrr;rintain it.s occupation of Taiwan; it seeks to evolve a
llrcory of Taiwan's "independence" in order to legalize
llrc seizure while at the same time using the Chiang Kairlrr.k clique as a counterpoise to New China in internal ional activities. This, too, is essentially a trick to create
"lwo Chinas" and will deceive no one. "Two Chinas,"
rvhether in the form opposed by Parsons or in the form
plirctised by him
in whatever form or on whatever
occasion
is absolutely
intolerable to the Chinese peoplt. and -will be firmly opposed bv them. The attempt
of ll.S. imperialism to take this way out of the blind altev
o[ its policy towards China has led it into the realm of
pure fantasy.

l2t
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China has consistently adhered to a peaceful foreign
policy. We shall not encroach upon any country, but
we firmly oppose U.S. imperialism's aggression against
us. It is as clear as day that as long as the United States
continues to occupy our territory Taiwan, insists on meddling in our internal affairs and clings to its policy of
hostility towards the Chinese people, the Chinese people have no alternative but to struggle to the very encl
to safeguard their territorial integr.ity, sovereignty and
national dignity. . This is the solemn stand which anybody having national self-respect wil1 take. U.S. imperialism is unwilling to renounce its aggression against
China. Well then, let it cling to its policy of enmity
towards and non-recognition of China, for a century or even ten centuries for that matter. What difference will it make? Isn't it true that in the past decade
the Chinese people lived better with each passing day
without the "say-so" of the IJ.S. ',overlords',?
Even Parsons had to admit this. The vain efforts of
the United States for the past decade to ,,contain,, and
strangle New China have resulted in ilre very opposite
China has become increasingly powerful. par- New
sons
said: "Indeed, it is imperative that all Americans
understand" that "in this new decade of the 60s, Communist China may well grow yet stronger.,, He went
on to say that "we [U.S.] cannot prevent Communist
China from increasing its poril/er in absolute terms.,, It
would not be a bad thing if U.S. imperialism drew a
Iesson from its dismal failure. But the U.S. ruling clique
could not reconcile itself to admitting failure, Iet
alone mending its ways. In his speech, parsons expressed
agreement with the conclusions of the Rockefeller Brothr22

il

r,r; I,'und report on U.S. foreign policy, i.e., with regard
lrr l)cople's China "the alternative policies [for the U.S.]
rrlr,, for the short run, lacking in creative possibilities."
'l'lris is the inevitable result of the U.S. monopoly clique
pl:rr:ing itself in a position hostile to the 650 million Chtrrlr;c people. What can other people do if U.S. imperirrlism is determined to get itself into a blind alley? Be
rl the so-called "two Chinas" or the "non-Lecognition
ol'China" insisted upon by Parsons, it can no more "prevt'nl" or "offset" China's prosperity and might than
t:ould the U.S. policy towards China of the past ten years.
The Chinese people long ago perceived the reactionary

of U.S. imperialism. They entertain no illusions
whatsoever. In the eyes of the Chinese people, there
i.s nothing unusual at all about Parsons' speech. If that
spcech serves any purpose, it is that it has placed in a
vcly awkward position those whoenthusiastically spread
lhe "theory" that the United States has "changed" its
particularly the Yugoslav revipolicy towards China
- slander our country as creatsionists who maliciously
ing tension in Asia. As for the Chinese people, we shall
t:ontinue to treat the hue and cry of U.S. imperialism and
its lackeys with the contempt and disdain they deserve
rrnd march forward in great strides with heads high and
IulI of confidence in our own way.
('ssence

PROVOCATION AGAINST THE SOVIET UNION IS
PROVOCATION AGAINST THE ENTIRE
SOCIALIST CAMP
(Renmin Ribao Editorial, May 9, 1960)

The fifth session of the Suprerne Soviet of the
Soviet Union has ended. At the session, Comrade N. S.
Khrushchov, Chairman of the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers, delivered a report on the abolition of taxes on the
workers and employees, other measures for increasing the
peop)e's welfare and the international situation. After
animated discussion, the session approved Comrade
Khrushchov's report. The Chinese people are overjoyed
at the measures taken by the Soviet Government to
further raise the people's living standards and they firmlv
support the Sovict Government's solemn and just stand
on the inlernational situation as enunciated by Comrade
Khrushchov.
The Soviet Government has decided on measures to
step by step abolish the tax on wages of workers and
employees, issue a new currency and complete the transition to a 6-7 hour workday for all workers and employees
il the country in 1960. This reflects the tr-emendous
upsurge in the national economy of the Soviet Union
and shows the boundless concern of the Communisb party
and Government of the Soviet Union for the wellbeing
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ol' llrt' pcople. Further rises in the Soviet people's living
r,l;rrrdurds on the basis of continued growth of producliorr is ensured by the fact that, in 1959, first year of
llrl Soviet 7-Year Plan for the development of the nalrrrrral cconorny, goals in industrial production were
lirr';rll.y exceeded and tremendous achievements were
rr,liislelcd in agricultural production. Measures are being
rrrllorluccd by the Soviet Government launching o roIrorrwidc movement to develop production stilI further,
rrrisc labour productivity, reduce costs, make full use of
r,xi.sting potential and increase accumulation of the soli;rlist economy. The Soviet Government's decision to
r,lr'p by step abolish the taxes on the people is primariiy
:rinrt'd at increasing the wage income of workers and
.'rrrPloyees in the low income brackets. At the same time,
llrr. Govelnment is also taking measurcs to taise the
rrrirrimum wage leverl .so that the hroad masses of workers
;rrrrl cnrployees with comparativelv low incomes will be
llrr' first to improve their livelihood and to a greater
rlcgtee, while the wage gap between workers and emlrltryees in the low and high income brackets will be
rrirrt'owed,

All

these advantages enjoyed

bv lhe Soviet people are

rrrrlhinkable in capitalist countries where taxation mounts
without limit and the working people are heavily
lirxcd. In many capitalist countries, as a resltlt of the
lrolicy of arms expansion and war preparations, the tax
burden of the broad masses grows more and more
()nerous. The total tax revenue of the United States has,
l'or instance, increased eightfold in the last twenty years.
I )uring the fiscal year 1960, the average annual tax burden
on every American is 63 dollars more than the previous
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year. In

contrast with the Soviet currency the prestige
of which is being daily consolidated, monetary inflation
and devaluation have become a commonplace in the capitalist world. Today one U.S. dollar has the equivalent
value of 48 cents in 1940. In his report, Comrade
Khrushchov, citing an abundance of material in various
fields, vividly demonstrated the unrivalled superiority of
the socialist system over the capitalist system. The sociali^st system ensures that social production will develop
at a high speed making it possible for the Soviet Union
to shortly outstrip all capitalist countries in labour productivity, and catch up with and surpass the United
States in average per capita output of the major industrial and agricultural products; at the same time, it also
ensures that the living standard of the working people
is constantly raised and working hours gradually reduced.
As a result, socialism is becoming increasingly attractive
to the people of various capitalist countries.
In his report, Comrade Khrushchov made clear the
solemn and just stand of the Soviet Government on the
current international situation. He spoke about the
forthcoming summit conference between the East and
West and the attitude of the Soviet Government towards
the conference, reaffirmed that the Soviet Union would
continue to work for the relaxation of international tension and for an agreement on matured issues at the summit conference. In his report, Comrade Khrushchov
strongly condemned the U.S. imperialists for persisting
in the cold war and arms raee and for even directly provoking the Soviet Union. He announced that on April
9 and May 1, U.S. planes on missions of military reconnaissance repeatedly intruded into the territorial air of
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llrr, Soviet Union. The U.S. plane which intruded into
llrr. lloviet Union on May 1 had been brought down
l,y Soviet anti-aircraft forces. Comrade Khrushchov
p,rint,cd out, ".'. . The aggressive activities which the
ll S.A. has again undertaken against the Soviet Union
lrrrvc been timed for the meeting of the heads of governrrrr,nts. This is done in order to put pressure on us in an
;rllr,mpt to frighten us with their supposed military super rrrliLy." He pointed out that on the eve of World
Wrrr II Hitler's planes repeatedly intruded into the
liovict Union and later an attack on the Soviet Union
w;rs started but in the end Hitler personally experienced
llrr,might of the Soviet Union. Here is what Khrushchov
to the ruling clique in the United States: "The Sovit,t Union is well able to repulse all who wish by means
ol' pressure to obtain a decision favourable to the

rurirl

rrl{gI'eSSOr."

'Ihis brazen act of aggression committed by the United
lllirtes against the Soviet Union has aroused deepest inrlignation not only among all the Soviet people but
rmong the Chinese people and the people of various
t'ountries in the socialist camp as weII. The socialist
crrrnp headed by the Soviet Union is a great, unbreakable
r,ntity. The U.S. imperialist provocation against the
Soviet Union is a provocation against the entire socialist
r';rmp and also a provocation against the 650 million Chinr'.sc people. We fully support the Soviet Government
rrnd people in their protest to, and condemnation of, the
I.I.S. authorities.

Such U.S. military provocations against the Soviet
llnion are by no means accidental; they are the continualion of the policy of aggression and war pursued consist127

ently over a long period of time by the ruling clique in
the United States. Such a policy reflects the very nature
of U.S. imperialism. In the circumstances where the
East wind continues to prevail over the West wind and
the forces of peace surpass the forces of war, the U.S.
ruling clique has been compelled to make certain "peace"
gestures. But its policy of aggression and war remains
intact; its imperialist nature has not changed and will
never changc. Bchind its peace facade, U.S. imperialism
continues to increase its military strength and prepare for a new war at n faster tempo. During the recent
period when U.S. planes twicc intruded into the territorial air of the Soviet Union, the United States has
been aggravating international tension in diverse ways
in various parts of the world and carrying out aggressive
activities.
The United States has never for a day ceased its arms
expansion and war preparations. On April 6, after a
meeting with officials of the Defense Department, Eisenhower decided to speed up the development of "Atlas"
intercontinental ballistic missiles and submarines for
launching "Polaris" missiles. The United States is also
stepping up thc development of "Skybolt" missiles to be
launched by aircraft and, beginning in 1965, will build
successively 23 air squadrons carrving such missiles. In
April alone, it carried out 17 tests for launching various
kinds of guidecl missiles. At home, starting May 3,
it conducted a three-day "civil defense" atomic war
exercise.
The United States continues to strengthen its military
blocs while stepping up deployment of its war forces
and carrying out military nanoeuvres. On April 28, the
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llnited States held a conference with the member states
ol' CENTO in Teheran, Iran, making plans to set up a
joint command for that aggressive bloc. This was followed by the conference of the council of ministers of
lhe NATO bloc in early May at which U.S. Secretary
of State Herter asked the North Atlantic countries to
work for a "ten-year plan" for arms expansion and war
Jrreparations with aII their resources. In early May, the
tJnited States shipped large quantities of artillery, rocket
guns and other weapons to Guantanamo, its naval base
in Cuba. It was announced by the U.S. Defense Department that an airborne "pentomic division" would be dispatched to Okinawa in June. On May 5, the U.S. House
of Representatives approved the establishment of "Mace"
missile bases in Okinawa and West Germany. Between
March 28 and April 8, the United States together with
Thailand, the Philippines, south Korea and the Chiang
Kai-shek clique, conducted a so-called U.S.-Asia air
weapons annual exercise at U.S. military bases in the
Philippines. On April 28, it conducted military exercises
known as "Sea Lion" with the naval and air forces of the
seven SEATO member states on the seas off Bangkok
and Manila. On May 4, atomic war exercises were staged
by U.S. occupation forces in West Berlin.
The United States also continues to exert itself greatly
in promoting the militarist {orces in West Germany and
Japan, two hotbeds of war. Following the U.S. announcement'that West Germany would this year be supplied
with atomic rocket weapons valued at 800 million marks
as a measure to speed up its atomic armament, West
Germany planned to set up 33 atomic missile battalions
within the year. On April 15, a formal agreement was
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reached between Washington and Tokyo to assist Japan
in the manufacture of 200 "Lockheed" jet fighters. With
U.S. support, the Kishi government, in defiance of the
Japanese people, is forcing the Japanese Diet to ratify
the new Japan-U.S. "Security Treaty." U.S. imperialism,
working hand in glove with the Japahese reactionaries
to revive the militarist forces in Japan, poses an ever
more serious threat to peace in the Far East.
The ruling clique in the United States is, as usual,
pursuing a policy of reckless interference in the internal
affairs of other countries. U.S. activities against the
Cuban revolution have not ceased but are on the increase.
On April 29, the Cuban Government made public the
fact that a counter-revolutionary organization receiving
U.S. instructions and aid had been uncovered. At the
end of that month the United States instigated the
Guatemalan Government to break off diplomatic relations with Cuba and request the Organization of American States to investigate the so-called incident of Cuban
"intrusion" into Guatemala, in an attempt to create
pretexts for armed U.S. intervention in Cuba. On
April 20, together with Trujillo, the dictator in the
Dominican Republic whom it supports, the United States
contrived an armed rebellion in Venezuela in the hope
of subverting the Venezuelan Government. Recently,
when the south Korean people rose against the reactionary rule of Syngman Rhee, the United States first supported Rhee in his sanguinary suppression of the people,
but when popular pressure forced him to resign it trundled up a new puppet, Huh Chung, to replace the old one,
all the while continuing to call Syngman Rhee, public
enemy of the south Korean people, "the father of his
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('()untry." fowards the patriotic struggle of the Turkish
lrcople against the U.S.-backed dictator Menderes, Washrrrgton is also playing the two-faced game of simultane-

ousiy acting tough and talking soft, giving continued
support to the sanguinary rule of the Turkish reactionrrlies in the hope of quenching the flames of the Turkish
pcople's wrath.
United States' attacks and provocations against the socialist countries are growing more frequent with each
passing day. On May 4, U.S. Secretary of State Herter
openly slandered the Soviet Union as engaged in a
"struggle for domination under the guise of ' . peaceful
coexlstence." On April 15, U.S. Under Secretary of State
Dilion wildly calumniated the Soviet Union, saying that it
was becoming "increasingly anxious to realize their expansionist ambitions." On May 2, the U.S. House of Representatives went so far as to adopt a resolution urging
Ilisenhower at the forthcoming summit conference between the East and West to raise what they called the
question of restoring "fundamental freedoms" to the East
European socialist countries. Brucker, U.S. Secretary of
the Army, on May 3 slanderously labelled China the
"rampant Chinese tiger." The.United States is carrying
on its military provocations and war threats against
China. Its Pacific commander-in-chief, Felt, even declared threateningly in the latter part of April that "there
is always a danger" of a "limited war with Red Chinese
over Taiwan." U.S. planes and warships constantly intrude into our territorial air and waters. Between September 7, 1958, and April 28 of this year, such provoca-

tions took place on 94 occasions. U.S. planes

also
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continuously harass our country via the Sino-Burmese
and Sino-Indian borders.
Such activities by the U.S. imperialists aggravating
international tension on the very eve of the summit
conference cannot but arouse people's vigilance. The
U.S. Govelnment headed by Eisenhower was originally
opposed to the convocation of the summit conference.
It was only after the U.S. policy of aggression and war
was everywhere driven to the waII and it had lost its
military superiority that the U.S. Government reluctantly agreed to convene the summit conference. But from
the series of actions mentioned above, it is evident that
the U.S. Government does not approach the summit conference with sincerity. Responsible officials of the U.S.
Government have of late made repeated "cold war,,
utterances and clamoured for a "policy of strength,,
and against agreement on major current international
issues. Both U:S. Secretary of State Herter and
U.S. Vice-President Nixon flatly rejected the Soviet
proposal for general and complete disarmament on
April 4 and 25 respectively. Herter stressed the point
that "the military strength of NATO and our other
collectives arrangements will remain a cor.nerstone of this
country's policy." Eaton, leader of the U.S. delegation
to the conference of the ten-nation disarmament committee, declared on April 29 that "we shall maintain those
forces, those arms, those weapons, which we deem necessary to the protection of ourselves and those countries which care to associate themselves with us as
allies." Under Secretary of State Dillon on Aprit 20
even raised the cry to "relegate" the whole idea of peaceful coexistence "to the scrapheap," declaring that the
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tlrrited States "will not accept any arrangement which
rrtight become a first step toward the abandonment of
W<-.st Berlin. . . ." He further insisted that "free electionr"
was the only feasible way of settling the German queslion. Since responsible officials of the U.S. Government
rrrlhere to such an intransigent view, they have been
rlrring their utmost to disseminate pessimism on the sumnrit conference. Herter, for instance, said on April 4
lhat "if anyone looks lor dramatic achievements at the
sr-rmmit he may be disappointed"; on May 6 he again
tlcclared that "exaggerated hopes for agreement (at the
summit conference) should not be entertained."
The stand against peace and ttre challenge to the people of the world pr.esented by I{erter, Nixon, Dillon and
the like is not the stand of Nixon, Herter and their kind
rrlone but is also the stand of U.S. President Eisenhower
who disguised himself as a "man of peace." At a press
conference on April 27, Eisenhower openly avowed that
in their talks Herter and the othdrs had enunciated the
principles of the foreign policy of the U.S. Government.
And it was none other than Eisenhower himself who on
IVIay 7 ordered that underground nuclear tests be re. sumed. He even declared that his participation in the
.summit conference could not exceed seven days and that
it the talks extended beyond that limit, Vice-President

Nixon would attend

in his place. Just as Comrade

Iihrushchov said, there is very little reason to hope that
tlre U.S. Government is rea1ly seeking concrete means
o[ settlement. Obviously, the guiding principle of the
l'oreign policy of the ruling clique in the United States,
lcpresented by Eisenhower, is not to seek a relaxation
rrl' international tension but to persist in tl're cold war
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and arms race and even direct provocations. Such a
foreign policy is an exact reflection of the interests of
U.S. monopoly capital.
Atl this is proof positive that the inherently aggressive nature of U.S. imperialism has not changed and will
never change. Although now there has been a fundamental shift in the relation of world forces and superiority no longer rests with imperialism, but with soci'alism, with the people of all lands who oppose imperialism
and the forces defending world peace, and although imperialism can no longer carry out its plans of aggression,
plunder and war with impunity as before, imperialism
is after all imperialism and a wolf remains a wolf. Sometimes a wolf may put on a sheep's clothing but it does
so only to swallow the sheep. While people the world
over long for a relaxation of international tension and
world peace, the U.S. imperialists are intent on aggravating the "cold war," arms expansion and war preparations. In the past period, the Soviet Government has
made a series of efforts to bring about relaxation of international tension. Assuming a patient, conciliatory
and accommodating attitude towards the West Berlin
question, at the disarmament conference, at the conference for the prohibition of nuclear tests and on other
occasions, it has done its utmost to create a favourable
gtmosphere for the surnmit conference. But all these
efforts have been interpreted by U,S. imperialists, whose

nature

is as the wolf's, as signs of

Soviet weakness.

Responsible officials of the U.S. Government headed by
Eisenhower', instead of displaying a similarly conciliatory

attitude, have brought the cold war machine into full
operation, stepping up arms expansion and war prepara134

lions and even repeatedly sending aircraft to intrude into
llrt: Soviet Union in direct provocations. As Comrade
l(lrrushchov said, "The Soviet people and our Governrncnt have always shown and show their peace-Ioving
rrrrd friendly relatir:ns with the United States. Ilowever,
n) answer to this we received black ingratitttde."
Since the aggressive activities of U.S. imperialism have
lrccome ever more frenzied, peace-loving people the world
rrver mu^st redouble their vigilance to safeguard world
l)oace. The ultimate aim of U.S. imperialism is to dominate the world and enslave the people of various counlries. To this end, it inevitably suppresses the national
:rnd democratic movements in various countries and aII
progressive and peaceful forces, expands its aggressive
influence everywhere and inevitably regards the socialist camp, mighty bulwark of world peace headed by the
ljoviet Union, as a thorn in its side. To this end, U.S.
irnperialism pursues its "position of strength" and
"brinkmanship" policies and even openly launches wars
of aggression. When its war policy encounters obstacles,
iL turns to talk of "peaceful evolution" and "victory by
peaceful means" to gain time to accelerate its arms expansion and war preparations. People the world over,
l,herefore, should neither be alarmed or discouraged by
tJ.S. imperialism's armed threats and attacks, nor allow
themselves to be deceived or lulled by its sweet words.
Marxism-Leninism maintains that aggression and war
is the very nature of imperialism. Recognilion of this

irlefutable and never outdated truth has particularlv
great and practical significatrce in the currenl struggle
to defend world peace. To relax international tension
and preserve world peace, all people in the world who
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love peace must redouble their efforts to expose and
fight all activities of aggression and arms expansion
and war preparations by the imperialist bloc headed
by the United States and its "peace" conspiracy.
World peace is currently the most important international issue of vital interest to the people of all
countries. The Soviet Union, China and all other

socialist countries consistently adhere to a peaceful
foreign policy and strive to preserve world peace.
Today, in view of the unparalleled strength of the world
forces in defence of peace, first of al}, that of the
socialist camp, there exists the possibility of preventing
world war. As Comrade Khrushchov pointed out, "'We
want peace. But to strive for peace doesn't mean to
beg for peace." It should be noted that imperialism has

never desi-red peaceful coexistence and will, as always,
never miss an opportunity for expansion and aggression
and to bully and intimidate the people of all countries.
Isn't the U.S. planes' provocation against the Soviet
Union fresh evidence of that? It is necessary to expose
and repulse the imperialists' designs for aggression unless one is prepared to submit to their bullying and allow
them to do as they please. The more thoroughly imperialist activities for aggression and war preparations are
exposed, the firmer the struggle and the more isolated
imperialism becomes, the greater the guarantee for winning relaxation of international tcnsion and safeguarding
world peace. On the other hand, to fight shy of tlre struggle can only add to the imperialists' arrogance and give
rein to their aggressive activities. And to conceal crimes
for imperialism can only lull the vigilance of the people of
all countries and increase the danger of an imperialist
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w;rr of aggression to the detriment of the people of all
t'ountries. That U.S. imperialism now finds it increasingly difficult to carry out its plans for aggression and
war is precisely because more and more people in all
countries of the world have gradually seen through the
irggressive nature of U.S. imperialism and are waging a
rnore determined struggle against it.
When we point out the aggreslsive nature of imperialism and the leading role of U.S. imperialism in arms
r,xpansion and war preparations throughout the world, this

by no means signifies that the U.S. imperialist plan of
rrggression and war will succeed or that our stand on
irnd confidence in the preservation of peace will be
shaken. On the contrary, we are firmly convinced that
lhe struggle waged by the people of all lands against U.S.
imperialism, against the policies of aggression and war
and for world peace has unlimited, bright prospects. This
is due primarily to the existence of the powerful socialist
('zrmp, the unbreakable unity of socialist countries headed
bv the Soviet Union and the unity and solidarity of socialist countries with the oppressed nations, the exploited
people and peace-loving people throughout the world.
'l'he imperialists and their lackeys have left no sto'ne unl.urned in their efforts to undermine the unity of the
socialist countries and the unity between socialist counlr'ies and the people in the Asian, African and Latin
American countries. But their shameless, despicable
lricks will never succeed. The Chinese people, standing
firmly with the people of all fraternal countries, are
constantly on guard against the aggressive designs of
II.S. imperialism and are ever ready to strike back resolutely. We have on many occasions declared that we
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cherish a warm love of world peace but do not fear war.
If U.S. imperialism thinks that we can be bullied and
dares irwade the socialist countries, it would certainly
come to grief. Today is the 15th anniversary of the
victory over Hitlerite Germany. Should U.S. imperialism go so far along the path of Hitler as to start a
war of aggression, it would end in a failure more
miserable than Hitler's. We are firmly convinced that the
great socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union, together with the workeis' movement, movements for national independence and peace in various countries and
all peace-loving forces, will certainly be able to shatter
the aggressive designs and war plans of the imperialist
bloc headed by the United States and uphold world peace.

EISENHOWER'S SELF-EXPOSURE

(Renmin Ribao Editorial, May 13,

1960)

On May 11 U.S. President Eisenhower exposed his
vicious face to the people of the whole world. In a
st,atement issued at a press conference, he said, "Since
lhe beginning of my administration I have issued dircctives to gather, in every feasible way, the information
rcquired- to protect the United States and the free world
irgainst surprise attack and to enable them to make
cffective preparations for defense." This means that the
U.S. plane that violated Soviet air space to collect mililary information did so in acqordance with Eisenhower's
dilectives.
Eisenhower's statement fully confirms the criminal
responsibility for U.S. air intrusion into the Soviet Union'
As is generally known, Eisenhower has tried his best
recently to pass himself off as a "messenger of peace'"
While the United States recently stepped up arrns expansion, war preparations and aggressive activities,
Eisenhower pretended to be innocent by indulging continually in empty talks about peace. Even after the
recent exposure of lhe criminal violation of Soviet air
space by the U.S. plane, the authorities in Washington
tried their best to describe it as something of which
Eisenhowei was iluite unawara. The U'S. State Depart139

ment even stated openly that the White House did iiot
"authorize" such flights.
But these are self-deceptive lies, they do not in the
least absolve Eisenhower and his government of their
responsibility. In the face of condemnation by world
public opinion Eisenhower had to come out personally
with a statement to justify the U.S. crime of aggression,
but the more he tried to justify them by lame arguments,
the more he revealed his true colours as an imperialist.
One of the argunaents Eisenhower advanced to defend
his own and his government's crimes of aggression was
that "in the Soviet Union there is a fetish of secrecy and
concealment." He also alleged that this was "a major
cause of international tension and uneasiness today."
What sort of an "argument" is this? Because you keep
certain things secret, I have the right to intrude into
your air space! One would like to ask: Does not the
U;rited States keep its own secrets! Has not Eisenhower
himself said that the U.S. activities of collecting information are "secret" and "must be kept under strict
control in every detail"? Surely this is also "a fetish of
secrecy and concealment." Moreover, the United States
Government carried the "fetish" to such a d,egree that
after it was announced that a U.S. plane intruding into
Soviet air space had been shot down, it still believed
that the secret would not b,e exposed. The State Department went so far as to issue a statement declaring
that it was a meteorological reconnaissance plane which
went out only for the purpose of collecting "ozone" !
Such being the case, will not another country also
have the right to send planes over the United States and
other countries for the purpose of espionage? . If all
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lorrntries do this, will this not bring about utter chaos
at
rrr lhe world and the danger that war wiII break out
Soviet
the
that
rrny time? Since Eisenhower admitted
rlriion does not do this, then by what right does the
llrrited states sencl aircraft to intrude into the air: space
ol the Soviet Union, China and other socialist countries?
It is indeed fantastic to say that "the fetish of secrecy
,,a major cause of international tenrrtrcl concealrnent,, is
rion and uneasiness today," and coming from the Presirlcnt of the United States, it is more than ludicrous' It
i:; known to all that international tension and uneasiness
war Pur;rrise chiefly from th
than the
sued by the United
counlist
Llnited States which
other
none
It
is
bases'
military
Llies with more than 250
than
more
station'ed
has
lhan the United States which
territories
and
countries
one million troops in over 70
;rll over the world. It is none other than the United
St,ates which is gravely menacing world peace'
A11 these root causes of international tension have nothing to do with th'e "fetish of secr'ecy and concealment'"
'l'l-re fact remains that it is U.S. aggression, arms expansidn and war preparations, carried out in such an
'unscrupulous
and overt manner, that has revealed even
more fully the frenzy of U'S. imperialism and has aroused
cven greater opposition among the broad masses of people throughout the world.
Another argument advanced by Eisenhower is that
l.he U.S. "deterrent must nev-er be placed in jeopardy'
'l'he securitv of the whole free rvorld demands this'"
Norv, this is slightly different from Eisenhower's old
song. It may be recalled that in the'past Eisenhower'and,
1{t

his government officials had invariably boasted about
how powerful the "deterrent" of the United States was
and that it was fully capable of ensuring the "security of

the free world." How is it that such a powerful "deterrent" now suddenly finds itself "in jeopardy"? What kind
of a "deterrent" is it if it is "in jeopardy"?
Obviously, Eisenhower would not agree with the view
that the "det,errent" has been "placed in jeopardy" and
has becomc useless. Nevertheless, he still chooses to put
forward this as an argument for his crime of aggression.
If every nation starts to invade th,e territorial air of another.on the grounds of its own "security" being jeopardized, will that not bring about utter chaos in the world,
making it possible for war to break out at any time?
In fact, it is the United States and none other that is
threatening the security of the nations of the worId. The
U.S. military bases rvhich dot the world, especially those
for U.S. bombers carrying nuclear w,eapons, for guided
missiles and for the U-2 jet aircraft, all pose a threat to
the security of the nations rnhere they are situated. This
is because if war is unleashed by the United States,
those countries having U.S. bases on their soil will be
the first victims. It is for this reason that the Japanese
people have been opposing the U.S.-Japan treaty of military alliance with such vigour and the people of aII those
countries with U.S. military bases on their territories
bear such bitter hatred for U.S. imperialism. It is the
U.S. policy of aggression and war that constitutes the
worst menace to world peace and the security of all
nations.

The above is by no means intendid for argument with
Eisenhower. Its only purpose is to show that Eisenhowerns

'ilrrtcment is that of an aggressor anii his logic is that of
rr f.iangster.

It should be pointed out that all along Eisenhower has
lrtr:n carrying out the imperialist pollcy of ,,aggression
rrnd war;
;gcstures

it

was only recently that he made some peace

for the sake of camouflage. It is not difficult

this. While Eisenhower

indulged in
government
did not
his
he and
r.rrrpty talk
sl<lp menacing peace by their actions for a single day.
'l'his discrepancy between words and d'eeds long ago
rlc.uronstrated the double-barrelled tactics Eisenhower
was using. How can people believe that as head of the
U.S. Government, Eisenhower has nothing to do with the
intensified war preparations and aggressive activities of
thc. United States? Furthermore, has not Eisenhower
Irimself clamoured about the "need for steadfast, undrarnatic, and patient persistence in our efforts to maintain
our mutual defenses (should read: arms expansion and
war preparations)"? In what respect does he resemble a
"peace lover"? If Eisenhower's peace tricks do deceive
some preople. it is only for the time being and it is never
difficult to see through them. Since Eisenhower is committed to a policy of arms expansion and war preparations, in the end he cannot but reveal thoroughly his
tlue colours as an imperialist. Now pebple can see that
the same Eisenhower who feigned willingness to improve
East-West relations and relax international tension, on
the eve of the summit conference, ordered U.S. aircraft
to intrude into Soviet air space as a provocation. This
poor "juggler" has thus been thoroughly exposed. The
wolf has been stripped of its sheepskin.

lo

see through a1I

about pehoe,
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The open U.S. air provocations against the Soviet
Union and Eisenhorver's self-exposure have further
shown to the peopl,e of the world the truth that no
illusions of any kind should be entertained about Eisenhower and U.S. imperialism. The aggressive nature of
U.S. imperialism represented by Eisenhower has not
changed at all and will never change. Although today
the forces of peace and socialism have greatly surpassed
the forces of war and tmperialism and the United States
has lost its military superiority, it does not follow that
U.S. irnperialism will give up its plans for aggression or
its war plots against the soeialist countries.
Eisenhower is not unaware of the fact that the Soviet
Union possesses the most advanced rocket weapons, capable of repulsing any aggressors, but all the same he
dispatched aircraft to intrude into the territorial air of
the Soviet Union to carry out provocations. This shows
that U.S. imperialism will never, of its own accord,
abandon its aggr,essive war plans because of the superior
power of the socialist camp. After the defeat of this
provocation against the Soviet Union, Eisenhower still indicated that such provocations would be continued. This
proves all the more clearly that to disrupt and fail, disrupt again and fail again till their doom, is indeed the
law of imperialism, especiall*v that of U.S. imperialism'
Whenever there is a chance U.S. imperialism will always
try to carry out aggression and expansion. This of course
does not mean that the people of various countries need
not continue to work for world peace. Not at alMn
the contrary, we must persist in making untiring efforts
for the preservation of world peaoe and must make even
greater efforts towards this goal. The point is that world
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l,r,lr('r.('un be won only by the struggle of the masses of
1rr,o1rlt. throughout the world, by the resolute, thorough
rrrrrl utter exposure of all the aggressive schemes of the
ll..S. imperialists, by the general awakening of the masses
in various countries and by the strengthening of their
rrnity. Only by mobilizing the people of all countries to
wilge a resolute struggle can the U.S. imperialists' plans
ol' aggression and war be smashed and world peace
l)t'oserved.

From their protracted revolutionary struggles the Chipeople have long since clearly realized that U.S.
irnperialism is the sworn enemy of the Chinese people
rrnd those of the whole world. The Chinese people have
nLaver entertained any illusions about U.S. imperialism.
!'or the past ten years and more, U.S. imperialism has
consistently pursued a policy of hostility towards the
Chinese people and has vainly attempted to strangle our
new-born people's republic by force, subversive activities
and economic blockade.
The United States is still occupying China's territory
of Taiwan and the offshore islands. Eisenhower said at
his press conference on May 11: ('If you go back to the
Formosa (that is, China's Taiwan) doctrine, you wiII find
that the responsibility is placed upon the President to
determine whether in the event of any attack upon
Quemoy and Matsu, whether this is in fact a preliminary
to or part of an attack against the Pescadores (that is,
China's Penghu Isl,ands) and Taiwan. If that is true,
then he must participate because then it will be the defense of Formosa, one of our allies."
Eisenhower has once again exposed the vicious face of
the United States in refusing to withdraw from our terrrcsc.

L4s

ritory of Taiwan and the offshore islands and in persisting in hostility to the Chinese people.
Furthermore, U.S. warships and aircraft are still
making repeated intrusions into China's territorial waters
and air completely disregarding our warnings. On May
11, U.S. aircraft again intruded into China's air space
over the Sisha Islands. This is the 95th occasion since September 1958 when U.S. bandits have committed the crime
of aggression against China. On this occasion, the U.S.
imperialists even openly attempted to deny China's ('
sovereignty over the Sisha Islands and claimed that the
U.S. Seventh Fleet had "a security responsibility in the
South China Sea." Let the U.S. imperialists understand

clear1y:Everyvio1ationofChina,stenritoria1integrity
and sovereignty you commit will only arouse greater
indignation among the Chinese people and further
The Chinese PuoPlg ,c
strengthen

Penghu, QuemoY and 11; "
are determi
ver forgive the mon""i,,
Matsu! The
strous crimes committed by U.S. aggressors against China.
Every debt of blood owed by the U'S. aggressors to the
Chinese people must be rePaid!
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